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LOG CABIN WILL 
GRACE THE SHOW
Dead River Men to Have Charge 
of Building.
^-tawct c 
HAMMCRIU& 
22  Wf PLATER ■
“Ca l i b e r  r if l e s
When you buy your .22 calibre 
r ifle —rep eater or single shot—be 
guided by the ex a m p le  of the crack- 
shots and the growing majority of rifle | 
users. Get a real gun—a Remington-UMC.
Go see the dealer who displays the Red Ball I 
Mark o f  Rem ington-UM C. Your sign of Sportsmen’s f 
Headquarters—the Remington-UMC arms you want 
to own, and the ammunition you ought to have.
To keep your run cleaned and lubricated r ig h t  use Rem Oil 
the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and «un lubricant.
Remington Arms-Union 
Metallic Cartridge Co. ^
299 Broadway. New York
At the Sportsman’s Show in New 
York from February 20-27 til ere will! 
be on exhibition a typical log cabin 
10x12.
This caibito. will be taken there (by 
Messrs. John B. Carvilile of Spring 
Lake Camps and E. H. Grose, pro­
prietor of Hotel Blanchard, Stratton.
The cabin is already under way 
i and will be a dandy when complet­
ed. Cabins have been taken to 
shews in the past and they * have 
| been a unique feature as many visit­
ors to the Show never see them else­
where. The Sandy River & Range- 
ley Lakes railroad and the Maine 
Central railroad are also interested 
in thiis cabin and literature will be 
distributed from this building that 
will interest the people.
LIFE IN THE SOUTH PETITION TO OPEN 
WITH A FORD JIMMY POND
Captain Barker Enjoying Many 
Fine Trips in His Car.
In a letter freon Capt. F. C. Bark­
er, who, is spending the winter in 
Jacksonville, Florida, lie says, under 
date of January 23rd:
“ I went from Jacksonville to 
Miami, 365 miles, and back and have 
taken many such trips. Have run 
nearly 2000 miles in Florida and the 
only living thing that I have run 
over or against are two snakes. We 
have had a lot of rain here and I 
have seen some very bad roads, but 
have had but a very little trouble 
with the car or tires.
Yours truly,
F. C. Barker.
P. S. The picture is of my car 
and myself taken in Jack son viilile on 
my return from Miami.
Commissioner Austin Thinks Pond 
Could Be Opened Under 
The General Law
Inand Fish and Game.
By Mr. Bessie of Clinton: Petition 
of C. E. Wilson and 37 others, resi­
dents of Kennebec county, asking 
tliat Fifteen Mile stream and its 
tributaries, in Albion, be closed to 
trout fishing for four years.
By Mr. Varney of Windham: Pe­
tition of W. W. Thurston and eight 
others, residents of Cumberland coun­
ty, asking that the law which pro­
hibits fishing in Forest lake, in the 
towns of Cumberland, Windham and 
Gray, be repealed.
By Mir. Beale of Cornville: Peti-
OPENING OF THE 
EUSTIS BRANCH
Tho’ Jack Frost is around 
And his presence we feel, 
Soon Spring will be here 
And the song of the reel.
S
To find out about it, write to $
E D .  G R A N T  f£L S O N S  C O . ,  2  
KEN NEB A G O , M A IN E  2  
G R A N T S * C A M P S
F. J. D. Barnjum Sells Langtown 
Consisting of 20,000 Acres
OLD GUIDE GOING
AVAW.V
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS Bald %N ia in e  v«
BalcV Mountain Camps are situated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookme- 
(untie Lake. Near the best fishing: grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto 
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—Write for free circu/ar.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.. Bald Mountain. Maine
J j ,<£;X;X;X;XvX;X;X\;X;X-X;>;\;X;X;X;Xf<;T£<<;X;X;>X£>X
! Mountain View House 1
& :xMountain View, Maine
|: For further particulars write or address |
L .  E .  8 0 W L E Y ,  |
| Mountain View, • * • Maine.
Maine Woods lias received informa­
tion frcin headquarters of a big deal 
it timberalmds, which will be good 
news to the people cf North Fraink- 
lin as it will open up a tremendous 
business throughout this section.
RANGELEY LAKES AND 
DEAD RIVER REGION
A S A
H U N TIN G  RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of 
access and nearly all the camps are open through the 
Hunting Season. Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and 
small game are very abundant.
Th e  SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
i*sues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which wili be furn­
ished upon application to
F. C. B. | tition of Fred C. Dunlap aind 12 citih- 
Tine Captain sent us a photograph ers, residents of Pittsfield and viciin- 
I of himself in the car, taken cm Inis 1 ity, asking that the tributaries to 
| return from the trip to Miami, and Sibley pond, in Canaan and Pittsfield, 
which we shall' produce in Maine Somerset county, be closed to all 
j Woods a little later. fishing except for suckers.
By Mr. Ames of Stockton Springs:
; Petition of M. M. Grant and 38 oth- 
■ ers, residents of Waldo county, ask-
AFTFR IP F A R A CAIN that Meadow Brook and its trib-
A r  1 £|IY I J l j r l lY  / i u n l l l  utaries, situated in Stockton Springs
....... - and Prospect be closed to fishing.
Portland is to have another bear By Mr. Edfwards of Bethel: Peti- 
hunt. tion of A. W. Walker and 18 others,
William Plummer the old guide and citizens of Oxford county, asking for
trapper, who has been interested in additional! restrictions upon fishing
the proposition to round up the big in Shagg, Abbott and Little Concord
black animal that has appeared in Ponds, in the towns of Woodstock
F J D Barnjum of Boston has sol j11 *e >vi)cim‘ity of Westbrook street sev- and Sumner, Oxford county, 
the Township of Langtown to the j eraJ times tMs winter, I* Soing to By Mr. Jordan of Baileyvidle: Pe- 
newly organized Langtown Company. Itry ^  mare to kill bruin, and in tition of A. O. Fish and 37 others, 
who, it is understood, will cut 10,000 !a da>' or two lie atart out> fully citizens of Maine, relating to the 
cords of pulp wood per year for a I equipped for such an expedition. taking of pickerel in Bask ah eg am
partial supply for two of their pulp j ------------------------------ Lake aind ®treaira a'nd tributaries to
mills, in addition to operating « |i ,ri*r^kTrn rA k T  T¥/"\nr,r ,¥ * tream.
hardwod. ATTENTION HOTEL By Mr- olM)flbcUTOe of BaMvi,n:
Langtown contains 20,000 acres ' Petition of Oliver Dole and 52 bth-
and recent estimates of the amount A'ND CAMP MEN “  CiltiZem,S °‘f Maine fo,r *he
of puipwood run considerably over paissage of a resident hunter’s li-
100,000 cords, in addition to a very ! ------------ cense liaw.
large amount of hardwood of the a  t .i n . i t  OnnArfiinlh**® fn *^Ir’ °  »t Milillinocket.
finest quality Une °* the Kest °* Opportunities to Petition of G. W. Steams cf MiliLi-
1 This transaction insures the open- Advertise Your Business. !nocket aDd 90 * * * * ’ farvar of
ing of the Eustis branch and with same.
aP this additional freight the outlook ------------  By Mr- fil,a'ke New Gloucester:
for businesis for the Sandy River 
j Rangeley Lakes R. R., and the 
whole of Franklin county is ex­
ceedingly bright.
DOOLEY WILL
GO SOUTH
We are receiving orders every day j  Petition of Harry Merrill and 75 
for advertising in our Sportsman’s others, citizens of Maine, in favor, of 
Show number to be distributed in same.
New York February 20-27 at the By Mr. Varney of Windham: Peti- 
“old fashioned” Sportsman’s Show to tion of Leroy B. Nellaon and ten 
be held there. others, in favor of same.
The following are the orders re- By Mr. Hanson of Sanford: Peti-
ceived to date:
Maine Central Railroad, 
i Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Rail­
road,
Cok John J. Dooley, who was tak-!J. J. Pooler, Falmouth Hotel, 
j en ill with appendicitis while in Chi- Capt. F. C. Barker, 
j cago a short time ago and under- Powell & Clement,
; went an operation there, hais return- William N. Gokey Shoe Co., 
led to hiis home in Portland. Col. j H. E. Pickford, Pickford’s Camps.
| Dooley was attacked with appendilci-1 Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,
| tis very suddenly without any ap- j Robert Walker, Trout Brook Camps,
parent warning, and fearing that j W A. Davis, Katahdin View Camps, of George F. Snow and 43 others 
knowledge of hi® condiiiiton might C. A. Cole, Mingo Springs Hotel and
cause hl-s family apprehension, was 
i operated upon without writing of his
tion of Charlies C. Chadhourue of 
Sanford and 114 others-, in favor of 
same.
By Mr. -Cobb of Denmark: Peti- 
i tion of Stillman F. Barker and 34 
i others, in favor of same.
By Mr. Waterhouse of Kemnebunk: 
Petition of Charles C. Cole cf Ken- 
nebunk and 14 others, in favor of 
same.
By Mr. Ward of Augusta: Petition
F. N. BEAL, Genera] Manager, Phillips, Maine.
! illnesis. When the operation was 
! over and successful, Coll. Dooley com­
municated with iiis people.
citizens of Androsicog-gin and Kenue- 
Camps, bee counties, in favor of same.
L. L. Bean, Freeport, Maine. By Mr. Cobb of Denmark: Petition
Walter J. Swett, Lapompeog Camps, j of Aiimon F. Johnson of East Brown- 
Ox Bow. Me. ; field, and 23 others, in favor of
! Mrs. F. B. Burns, Mooselookmeguntic' same. 9
He arrived in Portland Sunday and House, Haines Landing.
Down for the Count.
According to the dental science of 
Eouetherapy a blow on the jaw anes­
thetizes the tooth zone. Indeed, we 
have known this treatment to anes­
thetize a man so completely that he 
remained fast asleep while the referee 
counted ten.
Grateful Suburbanites.
Towne— ‘‘Do you make your cook 
pay for what she breaks?” Suburbs 
(in amazement)—“ Make-- her pay? I 
should say not! Why, every mouth, 
besides paying her salary, we reward 
her liberally for what she didn’t 
break!”
is in excellent condition, having made R. B. Taylor, West Carry Lake
a very rapid recovery. Upon advice 
of his p h y s ic  inn, however, hie is 
soon to leave with Mrs. Docley for 
a month’s vacation, sojourn in the 
South where it is hoped that the re­
cuperation may be complete.
Camps, Dead River.
A. E. Durgin, Lake Moxie.
Joseph H. White, Blakeslee Lake 
Camps, Eustis.
H. W. Maxfield, Rowe Pond Camps, 
Rowe Pond.
By Mr. Wise of Guilford: Petition 
of C- A. 'Skillings and 17 others, res­
idents of Piscataquis county, asking 
that Whetstone Poind, in Piscataquis 
county, be closed -to ice fishing.
By the same gentleman: Remon­
strance cf C. B. Scales and George 
(Continued on page four).
An Opportunity Extraordinary
GET ABOARD
Is offered to Hotel 
and Camp Proprie­
tors with the pub­
lication of our big 
Sportsman’s Show 
Number.
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AN UNWISE
PROPOSAL
Some of thej Newspaper Fraternity 
Opposed to Resident Hunters’ Tax
Touching upon the resident hunt­
ers' tax proposition, declaring that 
the Maine Sportsmen’s association is 
an organization of worthy men hound 
by a common, interest and moved by 
a common desire to improve and 
make the most of certain of the grea 
natural resources of Maine, but in­
sisting that the worth of the men 
and the high quality of their motive 
are, unhappily, not an insurance a- 
gainst error, the Portland Express 
says: «
The Maine Sportsmen’s association 
makes a mistake when it recom­
mends the enactment of a law plac­
ing a tax for the privilege of hunt­
ing upon the residents of the State 
of Maine. There are some things to 
which we as citizens of this state are 
entitled. Of these are the privileges 
of fishing in our own lakes and 
streams and hunting in our own for­
ests without let or hindrance. The 
right to hunt is as much a natural 
right as is that to fish.. Yet we 
see no suggestion of taxing resident 
fishermen. The proposed legislation 
oughijt never to be. passed by the 
legislature of Maine because it is 
an encroachment upon one of the 
privileges which goes with the fact 
of citizenship in our good state.
Referring to the apparent reason 
which impels in Sportsmen’s asso­
ciation to favor this exceedingly im­
proper and uncalled-for restriction 
upon the people of Maine, namely, 
the laudable desire to increase the 
funds at the disposal of the fish and 
game commission, the Express de­
clares that those funds can be raised 
without encroaching upon the priv­
ilege of the residents of Maine, and 
very properly points out that it is 
not so much the.size of the propos­
ed tax as it is the principle involved 
t.) which objection is made. That is, 
it makes no difference in principle 
whether the tax is five cents or five 
dollars, it will be decidedly unwise 
for the legislature to attempt to 
raise revenue by any means which 
interferes with the privilege of citi­
zenship in Maine. Continuing, the 
Express says:
A news dispatch from Augusta as­
serts that the bill as drawn will per­
mit farmers and farmers’ hoys to 
shoot woodchucks and some other 
kinds of game upon their own land, 
but what farmer’s boy in any of the 
homes dotting 'the hills and vales 
of Maine is content to restrict his 
activities to his father’s farm! Just 
across 'the line fence is always sure 
to be the ideal spot to exercise his 
marksmanship, where the game most 
surely does abound. To thousands 
of boys with as much right to hunt as 
the millionaire, the imposition, of a 
tax of a single dollar will be a posi­
tive preventive.
The Journal believes its Portland 
contemporary is right in its conclu­
sions. It believes, moreover, that 
the animus of the proposition is not
LIVE ANIMAL TRAP I t k“ .trapon the
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles. 
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap. 
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
G A TG rt ’EM A L IV E  A N D  M A K E  M O R E  M O N E Y  ,
TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B O X  W , O A K  P A R K ,  I L L .
Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com­
ing this year than ever 
before.
Our Information Bur­
eau tells you where to 
go and how to get there 
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make 
sure of accommodations.
Maine Information Bureau 
Phillips - Maine
wholly a desire to increase the funds 
at the dispotsal of the fish and game 
commission. The recent increase in 
the tax imposed upon non -resident 
hunters was not universally popular 
—with the non-resident hunters. It 
is claimed that fewer non-residents 
secured licenses last season because 
of this fact. There may have been 
fewer licensed non-resident hunters 
in Maine in the season jus't closed 
than was the ease in. seasors before 
the tax was increased, but this is 
not convincing proof that the appar­
ent loss of revenue was due direct­
ly to the increase in the price of a 
license. With the increased use of 
the automobile iit is now easy for a 
non-resident to come to Maine, attach 
a Maine tag to his automobile, en­
joy a few days! or a few weeks hunt­
ing, and ^;et by without paying any 
tax whatever for the privilege. That 
the imposition of a tax on resident 
hunters will stop this practice is un­
thinkable. To impose the tax for 
the purpose of soothing the very few 
non-residents who think the increase 
is an imposition, when such a. tax 
would be a very real imposition on 
the rig hits and privileges of residents, 
would be most decidedly unwise. A 
large majority of non-(residents who 
come to Maine during 'the hunting 
season are well able to pay the tax 
now imposed, and the very ones who 
are doing the most kicking wild gc 
to New Brunswick or, some other 
nearby big game region, where the 
general hunting is no better than it 
is in Maine, and meet the incidental 
higher expenses involved in trans­
portation, gun license, hunting li­
cense, etc., without a murmur of pro­
test. In this connection, it would b 
very unwise to attempt to please the 
few at the risk of offending the
many, or to attempt to lighten the 
burden of the few, which is no bur­
den at all, by imposing upon the
I many a burden which to most, would 
] he decidedly real.
There is another factor in this 
problem that cannot be ignored. The 
people of Maine believe they have a 
natural right to enjoy the resources 
of the state within reasonable limits. 
That is, they believe they have a 
right to hunt and fish., modified only! 
by the restrictions of a legal close I 
season. If a,h attempt is made toj 
infringe upon what they regard as 
their natural rights, the force of of- ( 
ficials required 'to make such restric-j 
tions effective would have to be so 
much larger than is now employed j 
that any increase in revenue from | 
! a resident hunter's tax, would be I 
, more than offset by the increased j 
(expense of enforcement. And this 
j does not mean that the men and hoy I 
i of Maine are not, on the whole, law-! 
abiding citizens, but that they have 
intelligence enough to know. when’ 
they are crowded and manhood 
enough to resist oppression.—Bidde- 
ford Journal.
CO NSER VATIO N C O M M IS S IO N ’S 
RECENT A C T IV IT IE S  A T  
SENECA LAKE.
Four game violators, convicted and 
fined for a total of $155 and the seiz­
ure and destruction of illegally used 
nets, valued at $200, were the result 
of the Conservation Commission’s re­
cent activities at Seneca Lake in 
Geneva, New York.
Numerous complaints of illegal net­
ting of fish and sale of wild ducks 
have been investigated without re­
sults by several protectors residing 
in that section. Chief Protector 
Legge became convinced thalt the 
persistent violators kept a systematic 
watch on the officials known to them 
and evaded their vigilance. He then 
detailed Protector Hazleton of Mid- 
dleburg and Protector Saddlemeir of 
Buffalo, on the case. When the central 
New York game officers had appar­
ently withdrawn, the violations were 
resumed by the offenders. Hazle­
ton and Saddlemeir seized two nets 
which were being used illegally by 
Martin Reddy. 'The nets were de­
stroyed. Reddy was also charged 
with illegally selling 16 wild ducks. 
He was convicted and paid a $75 
fine. W. J. Gibson, manager of the 
Gibson House, Geneva, wras convicted 
in two cases and paid a fine of $20 1 
in each. Gibson was convicted of 
serving wild ducks to hotel guests il­
legality and of aiding and abetting 
Martin Reddy in the illegal use of 
nets in Seneca Lake.
Martin Bennett of Geneva was con­
victed of running a gill net in the 
Slake and paid a fine of $20. Adam 
iRodney of Geneva, convicted of a 
'smaller offense paid a fine of $20.
QUARTER CENTURY 
ANNUAL VISITOR
Gives Opinions On Changes In the 
Fish and Game Laws
Norwich, Conn., Jan. 
Dear Maine Woods:
191!
made through city and town clerks. 
Bona fide residents! of the State and 
members of their immediate family 
may hunt without licenses on land 
owned or leased by them on which 
they are actually domiciled, and 
which is used exclusively for agri­
cultural purposes’. City or town 
clerks who refuse or neglect to for­
ward remittances for hunting licenses 
each month may he punished by a 
fine of not leas than $25 ncir more
than $50. All license fees are to 
Inasmuch as I am a quarter cen >  be devoted to ti e fish and game in­
terests of the State. Persons found 
in the fields, or forests or on the1 
waters cl’ the State witli firearms are 
considered violators of the act iftiless 
they have licenses in their posses­
sion. Violations of the ac t are pun­
ishable by fine of not less than $10 
nor more than $30 and costs.
tury annual visitor to the Maine 
hunting-ground®, and a subscriber to 
your paper from its birth, beg a 
small space to comply with Commis­
sioner Herrick’s request for public 
or individual sentiment pertaining to 
changes in the Fish and Game Laws, 
likely to occur during the present 
session of your Legislature.
1st. As to making 'the hunting 
season end December 1st, instead cf 
December 15'th. My judgement would 
say yes, by all means.
Reason: Heavy snows or crust
affords reckless slaughter of deer in 
a helpless condition.
2d. Close time on moose. Yes, 
five years at least.
Reason: Well matured moose
Maine are few, if any, and they in­
crease slow by reason of singleness 
in production.
3d. Non-resident hunting license 
for October and Nobember not to ex­
ceed $15. Game bird license $5. 
previous to October 1st. not to alp- 
ply on bunting license.
Reason: More than $15. for non­
resident hunting license has proved 
prohibitive in a very large measure
Prosecuted Under Game Laws.
Tupper Lake, Jan. 21.—State Game 
Warden Byron Cameron of Saranac 
Lake has prosecuted severail per­
sons accused of violating the game 
laws. One defendant was allowed 
in j tc go with a reprimand, there being 
no tangible evidence against him. 
Joseph Youmell, although a resident 
of Tupper Lake for many years, is 
not a citizen, and therefore came 
under the alien clause in the law. 
He was fined $51.50. Leslie Gale, 
a young man of this place, was fined 
$26.50. Both men were fined for 
hunting without a license.
T H E  S P O R T S M A N ’S S HO W  EHI-during the last two years with near­
ly the usual amount of game killed f l O N  O FFERS T H E  BEST CHANCE 
by* residents of the State without j
revenue to the State. I should rec- I 
oinmend the grouse season to open j 
September 15th instead of Septem- j 
her 1st. Young grouse are not ma­
tured before October 1st, and in my j 
judgment, the season should not 
open until October 1st.
Young grouse are fearfully slaught­
ered during the month of September1 
by the use of shot-guns, while they 
are still in flocks and extremely 
gentle, and the whole flock easily j 
exterminated with a shot-gun, as is 
evidenced by the scarcity of grouse 
during tiie big game season.
4th. I shouldn’t suppose any rea­
sonable man would object to a one- 
dollar resident license in the 
State of Maine. That is the mini­
mum fee cf any state I know of, and 
would serve to identify resident from 
non-resident hunters.
5th. The non-resident fishermen 
as a rule, are a wealthier class than 
the fall hunters, and remain much 
longer at the game. I slhould con­
sider a fee of $5. for such a long 
season would be in reason and jus­
tice, that is. to include the husband 
and wife and his minor childr • 
Without doubt, such a fee would 
solve the problem of deficiency in 
the cost of support for tlve fislh and 
game industry.
Thanking you
EVER TO T H E  H O T E L  A N D CAMP 
P RO P RIE TO R S  OF T H E  STATE TO 
A D V E R T IS E  FOR T H E IR  SUMMER 
GUESTS.
FAMOUS 
BACKWOODS 
FAIRY TALES
Ed Grant. Beaver Pond Camps 
New reading matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner 
than we expected and the papular demand wu 
a.o great for a second edition that we published 
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by 
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
J. W . BRACKETT CO., 
Phillips, Me.
M APS OF M AIN E  
RESORTS A N D  ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries 
for maps of the fishing regions of the 
state, etc. We can furnish the follow­
ing maps:
Franklin County
and Commissioner County
Tr . , „ „ j Oxford CountyHerrick for treedom of expression, pigcataquie County
I am as ever,
Yours truly,
H. F. Palme".
R E S ID E N T H U N T E R ’S L ICENSE
j Aroostook County 
j  Washington County 
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in 
Geological map of Maine 
R. R. map of Maine 
Androeooggin County 
i Cumberland County 
Hancock County
The most important new biill intro-; Kennebec County
1 Knox Countyduced last Friday was perhaps the Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
Indian Moccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs. 
RANGELEY.
act of Mr. McCarty of Lewiston pro- Penobscot County
viding for a resident hunter’s lb j Waldo County
cense. The sportsmen of Maine j  County
have advocated this measure for 
months past; it was a chief topic 
cf discussion at. the recent annual 
meeting of the Maine Sportsman’s 
Association at Augusta; it is the sub­
ject of am interview given out by the 
department of inland fisheries and
game;, and its appearance in the
House was expected. The act re­
quires a fee of $1.00 for the license 
and 15 cents for a recording fee.
McCarty of Lewiston— Act requir­
ing a license fee of one dollar and 
a recording fee of 15 cents for 
resident hunters. Holders are re­
quired to exhibit their licenses to 
wardens or other officers upon re­
quest, and they are to he valid ifntil 
January 1 next following the date of 
issue. They apply equally to the 
killing of game and game birds. Li­
censes are required for the trans­
portation of game or game birds, and 
it is unlawful for any transportation 
company to accept, them for ship-1 
ment from, a person not holding a 
license. The hill provides for their 
issuance, by the fish and game de­
partment, the application to he
$ .50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
1.00 
. 5 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.50 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.50 
.35 
.35
J. W  B R A C K E T T  CO., 
Phillips, - Maine.
TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tackle,
MAIN!
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world over for excel­
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth, - Mail*
R A W  FURS W ANTED
Direct from the trapper. Highest id er 
ket prices with good liberal sort. Gocds 
held separate and all charges paid.
A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. J.
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©ui“ Pocket-Knife, the Best 
Tobacco-Cutting Machine
Because it cuts the tobacco off the plug as you use it 
insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. Real t o  
jacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its 
natural state, possible only by pressing the leaves into plug 
form and keeping it in by covering it with a natural leaf 
wrapper. The natural flavor and strength of tobacco 
escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out 
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it 
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig­
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid 
both quality and quantity. Try this experiment and 
judge for yourself.
SSice it as
yoi* use 
if
distance. In trolling, Long casts 
are not so necessary, and the bait 
works better on a Shortish line.
Not that you may not get fish 
quite a long way off, and even in 
shallow water. You may and often 
do. But the principle o ' trolling 
is best seen in deeper waiter with a 
short line, for that gives the bait 
most play. Working it hack, from 
distance over the sjhiahlows cannot 
allow more than a' series of quick ■ 
jerks; there is neither time nor depth 
for the dives and swoops that are 
the essence of the method.
A length of pliable brass wire, 
doubled or twisted and threaded 
through a pipe lead, cam be made in- 
the weighting and stiffening appar­
atus, which passes through the fish, 
the lead being in the gullet and a 
locp of the wire just peeping out at 
the tail. A baiting needle is need 
ea to thread the wire neatly, and ti e 
device call he made firm by leaving 
a couple of inches of wire at the 
ether end projecting beyond the lead,
( which can be bent back and secured 
| to the fish by a few turns of silk.
SHOOT
AT TflE
NEW YORK
'’O '
I I
w
BILLS, PETITIONS, 
ETC. PRESENTED
SPRING SHO O TING  OF M IG R A T ­
ORY BIROS A B S O L U T E L Y  PRO­
H IB IT E D .
Washington, D. C., Jan. 30.— From 
the number of letters which they have 
received on the subject recently, of­
ficials of the Department of Agricu’ - 
ture believe that sportsmen may un­
intentionally violate 'the provisions of 
the Federal Migratory Bird Law,
which it is the purpose of the Gov­
ernment to enforce rigidly. Under 
• be provisions of this law' no water 
fowl can be shot in the nort ern or 
breeding zone after January 15, ex­
cept in New Jersey where the sea­
son extends to February 1. In most 
o' the southern or wintering zone 
the season closes February 1, but 
extends to Feb. 15 in Filorida, Geor­
gia, and South Caro'ina. These reg­
ulations were proclaimed on October 
1. 1914. No change has since been 
made in them and no change is like­
ly to be made until the constitu­
tionality of the lawr has been passed 
on by the U. S. Supreme Court. As 
a matter of fact, the law provides 
that all changes in the regulations 
must be considered for a period 
of 90 days, and then must be ap­
proved and signed by the President, 
before they become effective. It 
is thus evident that there is no pos­
sibility that the prohibition of spring
In the House:
Inland Fisheries and Game.
By Mr. Gould of Leeds: Ari Act 
to amend Section two of Chapter 32
shooting will be in any way modified jof the Revi'sed Statutes, as amended 
this year ! Chapter 206 of the Public Laws
The officials of the U. S. D e-P f 1913’ relattag to ice in
partment of Agriculture who are en-* 1Androscoggin Lake, in the county of 
trusted with the enforcement of the Androscoggin.
law are anxious that these facts be By Mr' Drummond of Winsilow: An 
impressed upon the people because Act to regulate ^ h in g  ®  tlie tri- 
it is the intention to investigate care-1 butaries tQ Pattee’s Pond- and in a 
fully all reports of violations made Iportk)n of Willson Brook’ a tributary
to the department’s inspectors and ! to the outlet of said pond, in Ken-
wardens and to prosecute all such nebec to,xinity-
violations in the Federal courts. In By Mr' Oobb <* Denmark: An Act 
this connection it is pointed out that to amenu Section two of Chapter 32 
prosecutions may be instituted at any the Revised Statutes, as amended 
time within three years of the ot-J by Chapter 206 of the Public Laws of 
fense 1913, relalting to ice fisiliing in eer-
____________________  tain pends in Oxford county.
By Mr. Wheeler of Brunswick: An 
T R O L L IN G  FOR P IK E  FALLS INTO  Act to amend Section nine of Oh apt-
Sportsman’s Show
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DISUSE G E N E R A LL Y .
A -method of pike fishing which in 
recent years has practically fallen |
into disuse is trolling, according to ' 
a wri'ter in The New York Press. The 
.old-fashioned trolling hook, which
involved letting the fish gorge the 
bait, is naturally barred on waters’ 
where pike aire preserved, and but foxes
few anglers seem to realize 'that it is j B y ' Mr Fo,rd of whitefieM: An
possible to troll with any other form , A(jt tQ prohmt ice fishing to Little
‘ er 32 of the Revised Statutes, as a- 
mended by Chapter 206 of the Pub­
lic Laws of 1913, relating to the taik- 
i ing of suckers, eels, hornpouts and 
yellow perch with eelpots, traps or 
nets.
By Mr. Gallagher of Bangor: An 
Act to provide for a closed time on 
bull moose.
By Mr. Tabbutt of Columbia: An 
Act relating to the protection of
Watch for the big Sportsman’s 
Show Edition of
MAINE W OODS
Forms close for advertisements 
February 14. Send in your copy 
now and be sure your ad is there.
of tackle.
But it is possible, and it is, more­
over, very profitable at times. The 
principle of snap-trailing is to l ave 
the lead disposed inside the fish as 
of old, but to replace the two close-
Dyer’s Pond, so-called, in Jefferson, 
in the ccunty of Lincoln.
By Mr. Lewis of North Haven: An 
Act to prohibit the taking of fish 
from the Fresh Pond, so-called, in 
North Haven, county of Knox, for a
SANDY RIVER £  PANGELEY 
LA K ES RAILR1AD
TIHE TA It EE
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
lying gorge l ooks hy a triangle < t j perlod (,f fIiye accompanied by
two triangles outside the bait. W * .  W on  [rcni James 0 Brown and
a pike takes he is struck practically . , . ,,1 eight others.ai once, just as he would be on the
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm­
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at 
6.15 P. |vf.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas­
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M. 
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves 
at 11.00 A. M.
8TR0NG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For 
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips a id  
Itangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.50 P. 
M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 
18.37 P. M. and 5747 P. M. From Bigelow at 1 25 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 
A  M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from 
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 
1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.16 P. M. For 
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
Pissenger trains arrive from Farmington at 
12.55 J. M. and 6.10 P. M. Prom Rangeley at 
12.20 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 
A. M Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from 
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 10.15 A. M.
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington at 10 40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phil ips at 3.45 
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TRAIN leaves at 1.00 
P. M. for Farmir. gton and arrives at 6.16 P. IV?.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for 
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For F arn - 
ington at 12.40 P. M.
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for 
Farmington at 10.50 A. M. Arrives from King- 
field at 10.00 A. M.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager, 
Phillips, Maine.
snap-tackle used in live baiting.
The triangles do not effect the
characteristic gliding and glancing 
movements of the bait, which are so 
attractive to pike, and the method is 
sometimes more killing than spinning 
cr live baiting. It is, of course, 
very useful for searching deep holes
By Mr. Thoanbs of Lincoln: An 
Act to amend ‘Section two of Chapt­
er 32 of the Revised Statutes, as a- 
mended by Chapter 206 of the Pnb- 
Fc Laws of 1913, relating to ice fish­
ing in Passadumkeag Hver, some­
times called Passadumkeag stream, 
ir Penobscot county.
By Mr. Cobb of Denmark: Resolve
cf limited area, pockets among weedsL favor Qf a fe6dlin,g station for 
the mouths of ditches or drains and \ t ^  ten(Ho,cked salniOT at Lake 
other places where there is hmrdly j Kezair jin 0xfo,rd cou,ntyi wilth state 
room to spin. Snap trolling has not j 
the great advantage of the did dead 
gt rge trolling—you cannot work a
bait right among the weeds without 
getting hung up.
Still, it is surprising how much you 
oan do even in a weedy water, es­
pecially if you do not mind the both­
er of clearing the hooks every now 
anti then. The pike genera/Ily seiz­
es the bait as it descends, and will 
often go down through the weeds 
without a hitch, the trouble coming 
when you pull it up again.
I n e very attractive feature of snap 
trolling is (he fact that you often see 
t’:e pike take the bait with a grace­
ful head and tail “ rise.” He fol­
lows it as it is drawn up, turns, and 
seizes it as it begins to go down a- 
gain. It is very exciting to see the 
of golden olive, perhaps t' 
feet down, and to speculate on the 
size cf the fish. Sometimes one gets 
this sensation in spinning, too, but 
rot so often, because 'the casts are 
longer and the fish may take at a
j ment of facts.
By Mr. Harper of Gorham: Petit­
ion of E. L. Johnson and 31 other 
residents of Cumberland county ask­
ing for close time on North Branch 
Brook and tributaries, Cumberland 
county.
By Mr. Wise of Guilford: Petition 
of A. L. Carr of Sangerviille and 
170 others, asking that pickerel fish­
ing through the ice be permitted in 
Harlow Pond, in Sangerville and 
Parkman.
By Mr. Goodwin of Mexico: Peti­
tion of Alvaili Cool idge and 11 oth­
ers, residents of Upton and vicinity, 
relating to fishing in Dead Cam­
bridge river and other waters in Ox­
ford county.
By Mr. Pierce of Houlton: Peti- 
! tion of D. H. Moores and others of 
Houlton, in favor of a resident hunt- 
; er’s and fishermen’s license.
By Mr. Towle of West Gardiner: 
Petition of H. F. Woodard and 33 
other residents of Kennebec county, 
asking that Jimmy Pond, in Litch- 
! field, be opened to fishing.
By Mr. Edwards of Bethel: Peti­
tion of E. M. Grant and 15 others, 
residents of Oxford county, asking 
; for additional restrictions upon fislh-
I ing in Met aline Brook, a tributary 
to Upper Richardson Lake.
By Mr. Me Intire of Waterford: 
Petition of E. F. Edgerlly of South 
Paris, and 20 others, asking that 
Island Pond and tributaries, in Cum­
berland and Oxford counties, be clos­
ed to all fishing.
By Mr. Wilkins of Jay: Petition 
of A. S. Thompson of Jay, and 64 
others, asking for additional regular 
tions upon fishing in waters in Jay 
and Chesterville, in Franklin coun­
ty, and in Fayette, Kennebec coun­
ty.
By Mr. Lewis of North Haven: 
Petition of James O. Brown and 
eight others to prohibit fishing in 
Fresh Pond, North Haven.
By Mr. Gerriislli, of Greenville: Pe­
tition of John R. Flint and 60 other 
residents of Mcmson, asking that 
Lake Hebron in Monson be opened to 
ice fishing.
By Mr. Currier of Camden: Peti­
tion of Winfield S. Richards and 
32 others, citizens of Maine, in favor 
of a non-resident fishing (license.
By Mr. Dutton of Bingham: Pe­
tition of C. E. Marston and 47
others, asking for additional restric­
tions upon fishing inj certain waters 
in the vicinity of Haleb, Somerset 
county.
A D VERTIS ING  FORMS OF T H E  
SPORTSMAN’S SHOW  NU M BER  
CLOSE FEB. 14. DON’T  D E L A Y  
SENDING IN Y O UR A D V E R T IS E ­
MENT.
W R IT E S  TO  BANGOR CO M M ER­
CIAL ON GAME PRO TECT­
ION.
Editor, Commercial.
Sir: I feel it my duty as a reg­
istered guide to have the peopfle of 
Washington county informed as to 
the lack of protection of fish and
game, especially in the northern part 
of the county. I pay a dollar an­
nually to be registered as a guide 
for hunting and fishing, also sign an 
agreement to. protect our fish and 
game and to report 'to the commis­
sioners of Inland Fish and Game 
any illegal killing of game coming 
to my knowledge.
I have reason to believe that our 
game has not had adequate protec­
tion, as I .have heard on several oc­
casions of parties finding heads of 
cow moose on 'their hunting trips, 
killed by persons unknown, and the 
tact that we have not heard of any 
prosecution for the same leads us 
to the conclusion that wardens should 
be fully qualified for their office in 
order to give satisfactory protection. 
It is strange that there have been 
no prosecutions, considering that 
'there has been a llarge force of ward­
ens for the past two years. I don’t 
mean to say anything against the 
reputation or character of any of 
the force, as they are good law a- 
biding citizens.
A Registered Guide.
MRS. STANLEY
HONOR GUEST
Mrs Arthur G. Staples and Miss 
Dingley of 291 Court street, Auburn, 
issued cards for three social affairs 
on Monday afternoon in honor of 
Mrs. F. E. Stanley of Newton, Mass. 
A luncheon of twelve covers at 12.30 
was followed by an auction party at 
2.30 and by a tea from 4.30 to 6. 
Since Mrs. Stanley returned to New­
ton on Thursday, Mrs. Staples bad 
arranged this series of parties on 
Monday to allow as many of Mrs. 
Stanley’s friends as possible to. wel­
come her. On Tuesday Mrs. Stan­
ley was the guest of Mrs. Seth M. 
Carter for luncheon and auction and 
on Wednesday Mrs. Ham gave a 
luncheon in Mrs. Stanley’s honor. 
Mrs. Stanley is now at Poland Spring 
with a party of Newton friends.
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  MAIN E, F E B R U A R Y  4, 1915.
MAINE W O O D S MODERN GIANTS
ISSUED WEEKLY
L W. Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
OF THE FOREST
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
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Fifty Trees Will Scale 60,000 Feet
Entered as second class matter. January 21, 
1909. at the postofftce at Phillips. Maine, unde 
the Act o£ March 3. 1879,
Tm  MatnelWoods thoroughly covers the entire 
o i Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- 
„ir and Outing news, and the Franklin county 
cally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish 
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of vour paper 
hanged, please give the old as well as new 
ddress.
T H U R S D A Y , F E BRU ARY 4, 1915.
We hope ouir subscribers or other 
readers wild' express 'their views on 
the fiisth 'and game laws of the State 
of Maine. The ccfllumms of Maine 
Woods is open for this matter and w 
should be pleased to hear from many 
of the sportsmen who visit Maine 
in the summer and fail, either for 
recreation, fishing and bunting. We 
should a'so illilke to bear from the res­
idents of the state on the resident 
hunters’ license. It all helps to 
settle the matter in question.
(Spceial to Maine Woods.)
South Strong, Feb. 1.—C. A. Gould 
of West Farmington recently pur­
chased of R. W. Know 1 ton of South 
Strong 50 large pine trees. It is 
estimated that these 'trees will scale 
60,000 feet. Soane are four feet or 
more in diameter. Chas. Dustin of 
West Farmington took the job to 
cut and haul them to Walton’s mills', 
where they wild be sawed into plank 
by Will Metcalf.
West Farmington teamsters beside 
Mr. Dustin include A. M. Ridley and 
Leonard Hayden, each, with pair of 
horses, and Albert Lun't with four 
oxen.
As the distance is about nine 
miles only one trip per day can be 
made. Two men fall these trees by 
sawing and prepare them for hauling 
faster than tOie teams can deliver to 
mill. Such trees aire very rare in 
these days;, and Mr. Knowllton receiv­
ed a good price for the stumpage.
Chas. W. Skillings'.
MODEL TENANT ' 
PUTS UP HOUSES
“ PAPER R E F U S E D ’
If You Must Stop It, Do 
Gentlemanly Way.
It In a
The model tenant who makes a 
place more attractive, pays the rent 
in advance, works continually, and 
spreads good cheer throughout the 
neighborhood, has been found at last 
by The Farm Journal Liberty Bell 
Bird Glub members who have been 
putting up bird-houses this winter.
be sheathed with tin or galvanized 
iron to prevent cats from climbing 
up and wrecking the happy homes.
If you want the added joy of 
building your houses to rent, Uncle 
Sam will furnish you specifications 
and The Liberty Bell Bird C/lub has 
an educational pamphlet on how to 
build bird-houses. Those who can’t 
build can buy, and no place is too 
small for at least one bird home.
It will give you a new interest in 
life to help shelter the little wand­
erers that are being driven from 
their natural homes and destroyed 
by their enemies, and you will b e 1 
doing a great service to human be-i 
ings at 'the same time.
Help save those who cannot p-rotec I 
themselves by sending in your name 
a® a member of The Liberty Bell Bird 
Club. There is no cost in belonging 
to this Club. Its badge-button will 
be sent free of charge when you sign 
and send in the following pledge:
“ I desire to become a member of 
The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The 
Farm Journal and I promise to study 
and protect all song and insectivor­
ous birds and do what I can for 
ti e Club.”
POPULATION
GOING UP AT ZOO
Blockpoint Elk Arrive from King’s 
County, Washington.
The blackpolnt elk that arrived t j 
the Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, Mon­
day night are fast getting accustomed j 
to their new quarters, and yesterday 
were permitted to go out of doors J 
for the first time.
Their Hong journey of more than ;
desired to protect the fish in winter.
No one appeared in connection wit 
the petition cf H. F. Woodward 
and 33 others to open Jimmy Pond 
in Litchfield, Kennebec county, to 
summer fishing under the general 
law of the State, but Commissioner 
Austin explained that the pond had 
been closed for a number of years 
and it was thought the fish were 
now plentiful enough so that the 
pond could be opened under the 
general law. The petition was laid 
an the table for ,a week, to give op­
ponents., of whom none were pres­
ent an opp'ortonify to appear if they 
desired.
By Mr. Herrick of Franklin: Peti­
tion® of E. H. Grose and 31 others 
in favor of widening and straighten­
ing the highway in the plantations of 
Dallas and Lang in Franklin county.
By Mr. Colby of Somerset: Bill,, 
An Act to amend Section two of 
Chapter thirty-two of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended by Chapter two 
hundred and six of the Public Laws 
of 1913, relating to fishing through 
the iice, the Martin Pond, sometimes 
called Long Pond, ini The Forks Plan­
tation, in, Somerset county.
By Mr. Bartlett of Kennebec: Bill, 
An Act to amend Chapter thirtyntwo 
of the Revised Statutes as amended 
by Chapter two hundred and six of 
the Public Larws of 1913, relating to 
fishing in Great, Long, East, North, 
Ellis, McGraw and Sncw ponds, in 
Kennebec and Somerset counties.
By Mr. Colby of Somerset: Peti­
tion of W. M. Adams and seven, oth­
er residents of Somerset county ask­
ing for additional restrictions upon 
fishing in Ellis pond, Somerset coun­
ty.
By Mr. Colby of Somerset: Peti­
tion of W. J. Holway( and twenty- 
four others, residents of Somerset
county, asking that ice fishing be • 
permitted in Martin Pond, in Somer­
set county, in accordance with the 
general Haws of the State.
By Mr. Colby of Somerset: Bill, 
An Act to prohibit hunting in Kineo, 
Piscataquis county, Maine, amending 
Section forty-eight of Chapter 206 
of the Public Laws of 1913.
Interior Waters,
By Mr. CoLby of Somerset: Bill, 
An Act to olios e Soeatean Stream to 
power boats.
State Lands and Forest Preservation.
By Mr. Herrick of Franklin: Bill, 
An Act to enable the town of Range- 
ley to make a fi'lfl in and maintain 
a dam at the outlet • of Haley pond 
for a park and sanitary purposes.
Shockingly Unfit. *
The subaltern was being put through 
an examination in geography, where­
in he proved himself astonishingly ig­
norant. At last, after a failure on his 
part of unusual fiagrance, the exam­
iner scowled at him and thundered: 
“ Idiot, you want to defend your coun­
try, and you don’t know where it is!”
Danger in Taking Cold.
The public health as well as private 
comfort both would profit if general 
heed were given to the warnings of 
the departments of health and chari­
ties as to the dangers involved in 
catching cold. To remind people that 
pneumonia and consumption often 
have their origin in a common cold 
ought in itself to be enough to lead" 
them to guard against what is in its 
after effects oftentimes one of the. 
most dangerous of diseases.
Your last chamce to get a. copy of 
Ed Grant's Fairy Tales.
“ If you want to exiperienee the i 3000 miles from Kings, county, Wash- 
thrill! in g joy of being a successful [ mg ton, apparently did not tire them !
and appreciated landlord to a hcst of 
grateful and happy renters, put up 
houses for the feathered folk on your 
premises and be a friend to the 
birds,” urges this Club.
It cautions us, however, kefcre e-
iin the least. They had plenty cf 
“ pep” and seemed eager to make 
the acquaintance of the four elder 
elk who were separated from them 
by a stout fence.
Anthony McNeallly, assistant curator
recting bird homes to find out just ( of tihe Zoo, describes the newcomers 
what feathered prospects frequent as “ yearlings.” ’ They are splendid
our communities and how many or- specimens of their kiimd, weigh about-
cupants we can comfortably accom- 750 pounds each, and are young and
modate. full! of spirits. The elk were pre- j
Then it advises a careful study of seated to the Zoo by the Boston
If there is a less courteous way 
of terminating a subscription than 
by refusing to take the paper from 
the pos toff ice or to receive it from 
the carrier, we have never yet .heard 
of it. No one caring to preserve 
his self-respect would adopt such a 
course if he stopped to consider it 
for a moment, for he could not help 
seeing that the most elementary 
principles of courtesy demand that 
he should intimate directly to the 
editor or publisher his desire and 
purpose. But the matter becomes 
more serious when the subscription 
whose discontinuance is thus rudely 
sought is in arrears for a greater 
or less length of time. In such a 
case it is downright dishonesty. He 
who refuses to receive his paper is 
saying to the publisher that he
doesn’t intend to have anything more . . , , , , „ . , ,I be close, but not too near neighbors to do with him,— even to paying |, „ , ... _ lt . . ,to your own dwelling. Bluebirds him what he owes him. But do , „ , , (Lke broad acres ot orchard or pas- the , ,, ■ . . ,Christians ever do this? W-e-1-1,1, u e ent ot: ail1 tlie m° !lT interest.i tures. Tihrashes and Catb rds de- tk ,, ™ „ .we don’t know whether Christians1 . ,, , . „ . . .. 1 e POipuHaitucm at the Zoo as goingl sire the seclusion of shrubbery, wh«e 1In ,,do it or not, but we’ll make affidavit „  , .  ... ... ,. up a great rate, and the census, the Rohm likes wild, rustic scenery. ! i , . , , „to the fact thalt some church mem- 0 „  .. . , , . taker will have hiiis hands fulil whenSwallows are par.ial to good views* I he makes his round® m the springand like open stretches of country, ! _____________
the location, for bird tenants, mind Lodge, B. P. O. E. 
you, have as decided notions about There was rejoicing among the in- | 
] where they want to live as do hu- mates of the bear pits at the Frank- ! 
man house-diunters, and if you want Mm Park Zoo yesterday when the! 
year bird-houses occupied you will news was noised about that Mrs. '
have to put them where the birds i Cinnamon Bear had given birth to 
prefer to stay. twin®, a.s handsome a pair of cubs
The sociable martins will censent to as ever came jnto the W0(r]d Com.
ing right oai the heels of the arrival 
of the elk from the far West made
Sportsman’s Show 
Edition
bars do it, and we’dl summon every 
religious newspaper editor and pub­
lisher in the land to back up the af- while Song-sparrows will condescend. to weedy "swales and brush fences, fidavit. Stop your paper if you Blrds of
P E T IT IO N  TO OPEN J IM M Y  POND
must, friends: hut do in in a cour­
teous, henest, Christian way.- 
Advocate.
-Zion’s
SENA TE BILL ON 
ING.
F IRST READ-
Senate 23: Resolve in favor of 
preserving the life of the fish, in the 
several fish hatcheries and for the 
temporary operation of the hatcher­
ies and feeding stations for fish in 
this State and fotr the protection of | ^ ren’ w^° demands a separate e?- 
fiislh, game and birds, j tablishment far removed from pry-
___________ ________  ing neighbors, wiil occupy a single
a feather do not always 
| flock together, and strangers of tie  
j winged tribes will live close together 
! more peaceably than do re’atives.
When it comes to the kind of a 
house to build you must study tl e 
individual tastes of the most de­
sirable class of tenants. The Mar­
tins like a modern apartment sky­
scraper in the North, though they 
have been known to use many gourds 
strung together on a high pole as 
summer cottages in the South,. Mrs.
(Continued from page one).
B. Fogg and 72 others, residents of 
Piscataquis county, against cJJosiimg 
Whetstone Pond, in Piscataquis 
county, to ice fislh ing.
Interior Waters.
HERE, THERE 
AND EVERYWHERE
By the courtesy cf J. C. Harts-
gourd home or a tomato-can hacienda 
if placed in the shade. She has 
been known to appropriate a sprink­
ling-can or mail-box in which, to rear 
her young. The log-cabin x made 
from a natural or trtificiaillly hollow­
ed log is preferred by the Flickers 
home, we are in receipt of a copy ; and Nuthatches; Mr. Robin and Miss 
of the Mid-Ocean, published at Ham- i Phoebe go in for open sleeping
porches, and w'th the Bluebirds, are 
partial to good-sized roo "-gardens
out-
ilton, Bermuda,
Clawed by a 'tiger three days ago, 
a $3,000 horse that had been booked 
to play a part in the forthcoming 
circus at the Hippodrome, New York, 
fell dead on the stage yesterday j,n 
the course of a rehearsal. Death 
said the veterinary surgeons, was 
caused by nervous shock.
es to rent, if they have been occup­
ied before, must be thoroughly e’ean- 
ed and fumigated before offered to 
other tenants. The first fannies 
among the feathered folk prefer old, 
grey, lichen-covered mansions, so it 
THc. S P O R T S M A N S  S H O W ^ E D I- j js  best to erect the new imitation® 
T IO N OFFERS T H E  BEST CHANCE i,n winter so they can, become weath-
EVER TO T H E  HO TEL AND CAMP  
PROPRIETORS OF T H E  STATE TO  
A D V E R T IS E  FOR T H E IR  SUMMER  
GUESTS.
On an act to allow ice fishing on 
Wednesday of each week on Andros­
coggin Lake, Androscoggin county. 
Rep. Nathaniel P. Gould of Leeds 
told the committee that the lake was 
now closed to alt ice fishing, that 
the residents of tlie locality desired 
an opportunity to fish, that the 
stock would not be depleted, and 
that Wednesday was desired rather 
than Saturday cr Sunday dm order 
to prevent large crowds, coming from 
Lewiston or Livermore Fails.
Re|p. Charles H. Drummond of 
Winslow spoke cf ain. act to prohib­
it fishing in the tributaries o,f Pat- 
tee’s Pond and a portion of Wilson 
brock in Kennebec county. He ex­
plained that an at'temjpt was being 
One thing is imperative, all lions- jniafle to cultivate fish in the pond,
and it was the desire to have them 
protected.
In explanation of an act to pro­
hibit all ice fi,sihing iin, Little Dyer’s 
Pond in Jefferson,, Lincoln county, 
Rep. WiilMami C. Ford of WhitefiefJd 
told the committee that the people 
of the locality are stocking the pond, 
which has been devoid of game fish,, 
.with smiailH t.ncuit, that the pond is 
not accessible in the summer, amid 
that the act, against ice fishing is
where they can take frequent 
ings and airings.
er stained. All houses should have 
the opening turned away from the 
prevailing cold wiuds, and the posts 
or poles on Which they re t si' ould
ITH THE PUBLICATION 
of our big Sportsman’s 
Show Number in February, 
we are offering to Hotel and 
Camp Proprietors, the best chance 
they have had for years o f get­
ting their hotels and camps be­
fore the sportsmen of America. 
This is not a theory, but a proven 
fact.
Those who advertised in our 
former editions, the last o f which 
was published in 1910, know this 
and we want the opportunity of 
proving it to the rest.
Advertising forms close the 
14th o f February. Rates on ap­
plication.
M AINE W O O D S
PHILLIPS. ME.
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M AIN b, FE B R U A R Y  4, 1915.
CLASSIFIED
in, » word in advanco. No headline or 
Subjects in a. b. c. order
FISH AND
GAME MATTERS
fOR gALE—Edteoti Dictating ma- 
Id lir&t claas condltUxm In- 
lofr at Main© Woods offic«.
Chairman Austin Believes 
Dangerous Proposition.
It a
POR SALE—Two handsome thor­
oughbred, rose com bod white Wyan­
dotte cockerels, weighing nine and 
(^ n pounds. Will make price right 
k C. Phillips. Phillips, R. F. D.
WANTED—A capable, trust wort lo­
bes- or au elderly man to do chores. 
Five head of cattle and horses. A 
nod job for tsh>e right party. Albert 
E. Kempton, Phillips, Farmers’ ! 
'phone.
FOR SALE—A dandy little Launch 
jilted for sail or power—with full!:
equipment, ready for w-ater. Price i 
and full description can be ascer­
tained by addressing, W. H. John­
son, Belgrade, Maine.
PRICE of shovel handle blocks, 
winter and spring 1915, X X blocks, 
$4 cents; X blocks, 60 cents; No. 3 
blocks, 24 cents per dozen. Ames 
Slovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean 
agent, Bingham, Me.
! § - ----------------— --------------------------
After February 2nd, Mrs. F. H. 
Richardson of Phillips will carry 
Grand Union Tea Co. merchandise 
inker home. Tel. No. 33-11, Farm­
ers’ Line. All tickets which former 
carton: ers have on hand will be ex- 
clanged and we hope to have pat­
ronage o^adl our customers as in the 
past.
Our Printing Departm ent fo r Years  
Hat Made a Specialty of Camp
Printing. We Know Just W h a t
You Want. Send to Us fo r Sam p­
les and Prices. W e guarantee Sat­
isfaction.
y -------------------
FOXES W A N T E D
Alive, unhurt, alt kinds, old or young. Also 
nick, marten and fisher. Will handle above 
umed animals at all times of year. W rite or 
wire w* at you have to offer, statin* lowest 
price. Fur farmers wanting stock s h o  ild write 
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVKNS.
Dover. Maine
TeL 61.1ft
-
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE 
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FU Rs IF 
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each 
bottle we give a written guarantee, 
snd if not satisfied your money will be 
returned. We must please you or lose
money.
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY 
BESNSOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP­
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY 
BACK.
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR 
will lure all flesh eating animals such as 
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm­
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, marlin, 
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR 
For luring muskrats only. Price (100- 
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR 
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150 
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
For making trails to and from sets. 
Very powerful odor. Economical to 
ase. Price $1.00 postpaid.
3 Bottles $2.50 6 Bottles $5.00
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND 
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY 
OR MAY NO T BE GOOD. USE AT­
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE 
SUITS-AN INCREASED CATCH.
Animal Attractor Company, 
Stan wood, Iowa, Box M.
William F. N ye is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and NYOIL  
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called 
°ih Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
WM. F. NYE,
New Bedford,!Ma»s.
The resolve for $1,000 for placing 
buoys amul Lights' im Moaseihiead lake 
tor the benefit of navigation came up 
for hearing before the committee o<n 
Interior Waiters Wdenet-xlay afternoon. 
F. M. Philbirook of the Coburn Steam­
boat Co. appeared im favoir of the 
bill, representing not onily his own 
company but also the many imdiivid- 
ua.Ls operating motor boats on the 
lake, amd explained the necessity of 
markers of the kiind named at the 
various points in the Lake. No one 
appeared In opposition to the re­
solve.
The act to prohibit pol'liutiion of 
W its on Lake im Franklin county was 
also up for hearing, but as no one 
appeared im connection with the act 
it was laid on the table until the 
next meeting.
On an act to aLLow ice fisihimg on 
Wednesday of each week on Andros­
coggin county, Rep. Nathaniel P. 
Gould of Leeds told the committee 
that the Lake was mow closed to ail'll 
ice fishing, that the residents of the 
locality desired an opportunity to
fifth, that the stock would not be de­
pleted, and that Wednesday was de­
sired rather than Saturday or Sunday 
in order to prevent large crowds com 
ing from Lewie tom or Livermore FafllHsj
Rep. Charles H. Drummond of Wim 
low s(pake in favor of an act to pro- | 
Mbit fishing in the tributaries o f !
Pettee’s Pond and a portion of WiL- i 
son brook in Kennebec county. He 
expilaimed that an attempt was be­
ing made to cultivate fish in the 
pond, and it was the desire to have 
them protected.
In expfllamation of an act to prohib­
it all ice fiisihiimg i.n Little Dyer’s 1 
Pond in Jefferson, Lincoln county, : 
Rep. Wililiani C. Ford of WhitefielLd 
told the committee that the people ! 
of the locality are stocking the pond, i 
which lias been devoid c.f game fitsih, 
with smaM, trout, that the pond is 
no* accessibille in the summer, amd j 
that the act against ice fisihiing is i 
desired to protect the fish in winter, j
No one appeared in connection 
with the petition of H. F. Woodward 
and 33 others to open Jimmy Pond j 
in Litchfield, Kennebec county, to 
summer fibbing under the general la 
of the State, but Commissioner Aus­
tin explained that the pond had been j 
closed for a number of years and it 
was thought the fish were now plen­
tiful enough so that the pond could 
be opened under the general law. 
The petitiion was laid on 'the table 
for a week, to give opponents, o f , 
whom none were present today, an j 
opportunity to appear if they desiir- j 
ed
In the course of the hearing lie- j 
fore the committee on fish amd j 
game, Senator Allllen of Kennbeec, the! 
chairman, remarked: “ I think non-!
resident fishermen observe our law ! 
better than our residents. I’m sorry 
to say that, but I think it’s a fact.”
Several matters of private and spe­
cial nature in regard to fishing came 
before the committee on inland fish 
and game at its bearing Wednesday 
afternoon.
Rep. Elrwin N. Grant of St. Alihans 
appeared in favor of an act to open 
Big Indian Pond in St. Albans to 
ice fishing two days a week. lip 
to two years ago the pond was open 
for ice fishing cm Wednesdays, and 
it waw then closed altogether. The 
people of the locality desdire an op­
portunity for some winter fishing, 
and feel! that the pond will not he 
injured thereby.
On an act to prohibit fishing in the 
tributaries to Lobster Lake and its 
outlet in Piscataquis county, Rep. 
George W. Thornbs of Lincoln ap­
peared for the proponents of the 
bill, and Rep. John H. Gerrieh of 
Greenville spoke against the act. C. 
S. Woodward of Greenville and T. A. 
Janies of Augusta spoke on the sit­
uation at the lake, sdimpflty to give 
information to the committee, and 
neitilier favoring nor opposing the 
act.
No one was present to speak on 
a hill to restrict daily catches of 
white perch in Little River in Old 
Orchard, York county, to five pounds, 
and it was tabled for future consid­
eration.
C. S. Stetson of Greene sipoke in,
behalf of a petition prohibiting alii 
fishing in the tributaries of Hooper 
Pond in Greene, Androacgogin coun­
ty, and ice fishing in the pond it­
self, explaining that summer fishing 
in the tributaries did much damage 
to the farmers’ fields, and that the 
residents of the Locality objected to 
promiscuous ice fishing, as injurious 
to the stock of fish in the pond.
Senator ALLen, chairman of the 
committee, asking about the possibil­
ity of framing a general law for al­
lowing ice fishing one or two days 
a week in certain waters of the 
State, and Oh airman Harry B. Aus­
tin of the fish and game commis­
sion said he believed this would be 
a dangerous proposition to open 
very wide unless there was ah insis­
tent pub Lie demand.
NEW PLUG OF VALUE
S O M E TH IN G  T H A T  W IL L  BE AP­
PRECIATED BY ALL.
Invention That Is Designed to Save 
Time and Is Said to Ful­
fill Its Mission.
Motorists appreciate anything that 
will save time and labor while on the 
road, and thus it is a new style spark 
plug should be welcomed. It is true 
it is not much of a job to take out and 
clean a plug or to put in a new one, 
but it requires the use of tools, which 
must be taken from a kit packed away 
and which must he replaced. It is 
also true that plugs do not now give 
the trouble they did once, because of 
better plugs, better ignition systems 
and better oiling devices. Neverthe­
less, plugs do need attention just about 
^o often, and it usually happens tbaT 
this is required on the road, when the 
motor party is in a hurry.
This new plug is made so the elec­
trode and ground are contained in the
porcelain action, and the ball is 
turned down, an eccentric action 
tightening the porcelain in its place 
in the shell.
Another good point about the plug is 
that it may be used as a priming valve, 
on motors that are not provided with 
such things, as for instance, a Ford. 
It is usually necessary to procure a 
combination plug and priming cup for 
use on such motors, but this plug elim­
inates the necessity for such an out­
fit. *
ENJOY MOTORING IN WINTER
More Owners Are Now Using Their  
Cars in the Days of Snow 
and Ice.
In this country, we have not ad­
vanced quite so far as has Europe in 
the matter of outdoor winter sports. 
We are still inclined to hug the fire­
place, when we are able, and there is 
still a very large class of motor car 
users which puts up its cars for the 
winter, or uses them only as utility 
vehicles on the cleared streets of our 
larger cities. But even at that, the 
tide is turning, fo r . the motorist of 
a few years ago was own brother to 
the bear in his hibernating habits, 
says Suburban Life. The bear, we are 
told, on the comipg of cold weather, 
retires to his den and sleeps until a 
more propitious season. The early 
motorists, on the approach of winter, 
retired to their garages and ceased to 
exist as motorists until revived by the 
warm sunlight of late spring. Today 
there is a large and constantly in­
creasing group of motor-car enthus­
iasts who have learned that winter 
is by no means a closed season for the 
enjoyment of their favorite sport.
The motorist who declines to motor 
simply because the calendar tells him 
that it is winter loses a supremely 
delightful experience. There is ex­
hilaration in the onward rush through 
the biting wind. There is health and 
healing in the pure, clean cold. There 
is tonic in the sweep of the crystal 
clear air, keen as a whetted scimitar, 
and whipped home by the added im­
petus of flight in a fast moving motor 
car.
Points for Repair Men.
In using the impulse tire pump the 
engine should nc^ . be run very fast. 
As the suction of the retreating pis­
ton serves to draw the pump to its 
momentum, it cannot act as rapidly 
as the. ejogine pistons. Some pump*
nave springs to return the pistons.
It is quite common for a patron to 
be surprised at the size of a repair 
bill, and to go away “sore.” This 
causes him to shun the shop in the 
future, and also to tell his friends 
that the repairman Is unfair. It would 
be better policy if an estimated price 
could be given for the work before 
taking' the job.
Lights on All Vehicles.
Once more in the New _York legisla­
ture an effort will be made to pass a 
statute requiring all vehicles to carry 
lights at night. On several occasions 
this measure has met with chloroform­
ing in the committee and has never 
emerged for a test vote.
Both New Jersey and Massachusetts 
have laws requiring all vehicles to 
carry lights, and while the statute has 
not been thoroughly observed by 
horse-drawn vehicles in the two states, 
the fact remains that in case of acci- 
! dents the burden of proof would be 
placed upon the owner of the unlighted j  vehicle.
Even Gypsies Are Touring.
East Hartford, Conn., saw a strange 
i sight on the first day of this month 
in the passage of gypsies going from 
Denver to Worcester in two big lim- 
j ousines, to which were attached tent 
and tent poles, pots and pans, and the 
j usual camping outfits of these nomads. 
Gypsies and horses have always 
seemed inseparable, but the unex­
pected has arrived.—Springfield Re­
publican.
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N E W  YO RK’S
Original Annual
SPORTSMAN’S
SHOW
TWENTIETH YEAR
Feb. 20th to 27th,
Inclusive
Grand Central 
Palace
N E W  YORK CITY
J. H. H. DRESSEL, Gen. Manager
Outdoor Trap Shooting 
Tournament on Grand 
Central Palace Roof. 
Fly Casting Contest
Sportsmen’s Equipment and 
Resorts represented in E x­
hibits.
AUTOMOBILE
RECORD ON ICE
Probably never since the automo­
bile invaded the Garden of Maine, 
has there been made such a record 
as was established January 14, on 
the ice of the Allagash river, when 
a party of Fort Kent men made a 
triip for 30 miles into the wilderness 
in the dead of winter, following the 
icy surface of the AiBagaelh river 
from its junction with the St. John 
until open water compelled them to 
turn about. Had it not been for 
this hindrance they were planning to 
penetrate clear to the foot of Ur- 
saiskis lake, a distance from Fort 
Kent over the highway of ice for 
over 50 miles. As it was they es­
tablished a new record for winter 
travel in Maine’s most northerly sec­
tion, the winter conditions of ice 
travel in the extreme northerly part 
of this state never before, since au­
tos became common in the Garden 
of Maine, having permitted such a 
trip in the middle cf winter. The 
party was composed of Messrs. T. 
G. Hetherington, F. W. Maluett and 
G V. Cunliffe, alll of Fort Kent 
and they started from town over the 
highway road as fair as the con­
fluence of the Alilagash and St. John
General Admission, 50c
river. Here, since there is no 
road into the wilderness bordering 
the ALLagasib, they swung bolldly out 
onto the iced surface of the river, 
which because of the light snowfall 
of the winter, afforded a splendid 
track for their purpose. They reach­
ed the soiith Lime of township 13, 
range 12, before coming to so much 
open water that they were com­
pelled to turn the Ford car in which 
they made the journey, back toward 
civilization. The autoists had one 
thrill) before they reached home, they 
came upon ^ shelving block of ice 
at Two Brooks rapids too. iliate to 
turn out. The shelf broke, but their 
speed carried them over onto firm 
ice two feet below, from whence 
looking back, they saw the cake 
from which their car had taken the 
jump, sucked beneath the swirling 
waiters of the river, leaving a black 
ugly hole, where but a few seconds 
before their car had traveled.—Ban­
gor New's.
ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS
Saddles $3.00 up Army Revolvers $1.05 n»j 
Bridles .»0  “  j “  B-L Rifles * . .OS **j
Team Harness 21.85 44 44 Swords . . « .35 >4
Leggings, pair o .,15 44 44 7 Shot Carbine 3.50 4*
Teals • • • u 2.85 “  ifliew Uniforms • 1.50 M
| Colts Cal. 45 Revolver $7 15. Ctga. le  each. 15 
A cres Governm ent Auction Bargains Illustrated 
and described in  420 large page w holesale and 
retail cycloped ia  catalogue, mailed 25 cents 
East and 30 cents West of the M ississippi Rive 
?ra-*»cU R^ .mierman, 501 Broadway, New Yor
I
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MA I NE  W O O D S  1
Conducts a first class job printing department 
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
W h y  not let us Help  
you witH your  
advertising;?
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders, 
etc., and wouldJbe pleased to furnish samples, 
dummies and prices on request.
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
IZ
JL
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E , FE B R U A R Y  4, 1915.
A PARADISE
FOR SPORTSMEN
Delights of Hotel and Camp Life at 
Upper Dam—-A School 
Maintained
(Written for Lewiston Journal.)
Tilie Rangeley region lias well been 
called the Switzerland of America. 
In no other spot or place in Maine 
can scenery more varied or pictures­
que be found, as here mountain and 
valley, lake and stream combine to 
form a kaleidoscopic picture that is 
ever changing and ever beautiful. 
Here are desolate and lonely peaks 
where the wild rose, the sheep laurel 
and the wood oxalis alone are found, 
while deeper down in the valleys 
the blue iris, the primrose and the 
honeysuckle are among the attrac­
tions of nature’s botanical gardens. 
Here, also, are the great, lakes whose 
cool waters abound with the moun­
tain trout and sailmon, and these 
with their connecting links of stream, 
or “ carry” still retain their primeval 
beauty and serve to recall those far- 
off times when the Indian with his 
birch canoe held undisputed sway. 
Yes, a grand section of Maine is the 
Rangeley region, and we can only 
marvel at its beauties and wonder if 
the visitor of to-day has a keener 
appreciation of its lonely grandeur 
than did its primitive occupant.
There are two leading routes of 
approach to the Rangeley chain of 
lakes. We can go by the way of 
Farmington and Phillips 'to Range- 
ley village, and thence by steamer 
up the lakes, or the Maine Central 
will take us up through Rumford 
and on to Bemis, where boats are 
in readiness to take us in the 
other direction. The usual tourist 
method is to go in one way and out 
by the other route, as only by so 
doing can a complete picture of the 
country be had. Strip the lake re­
gion of Bn gland of the romantic 
glamour thrown around it by the 
genius of Coleridge and Wordsworth, 
and it would pale before 'the glories 
of Rangeley. Could the countless 
legends of our primitive race be put 
into Homeric verse, then the Swit­
zerland of Maine would lead the 
classic Hellenic and Scandinavian 
lore. Possibly this may yet be, 
and other bards may sing of tibr 
romantic deeds that now live only 
as a distant echo and memory of 
the past.
Maine has more than 1,500 lakes 
to her credit, but there is but one 
great chain, and that is distinctively 
known under one generic name. This 
is the system in Northern Maine 
where a full half dozen great sheets 
of water are known as the Range- 
leys, although each of these has a 
local name of its own. During t’. e 
past season the writer made the 
tour of these lakes although no at-
Just order a sack of William Tell Flour
and y o u  n e e d n ’ t w o rry
about baking day. Bread? 
Always light, fine and white. 
Cakes and pies? Biscuit? 
The  ^best you ever tasted! 
Besides, William Tell goes 
farthest — worth remem­
bering when living is so 
high. Think of all this, 
and instead of ordering 
“ flour”  order
tempt was made to visit all the dif­
ferent camps and resorts in this 
section. To do this and describe 
their varied beauties would require 
a volume, but enough was seen to 
justify all that has been said in their 
praise.
In 'this case the start was made 
by the Rumford route and thte trip 
up the Swift river valley was but 
the beginning of one of the most 
charming tours that he ever made in 
his native state. The stations of. 
:■ rye, Roxbury, Byron and Houghton 
were passed in turn, and each of 
these places has charms that are 
all their own. At Byron the Swift 
River foams and tumbles down 
through a mighty gorge, presenting 
one of the finest pictures of the kind 
in all New England. A day might 
bo passed at this place and each 
moment would he one of delight. At 
Houghton there are great ledges 
and bluffs, and from there to tl\e 
summit, so called, the engine strains 
and puffs until the down grade is 
reached and then we shortly pull up 
at the quain’t little station of Bern 
is, with its log cabin depot, the only 
station, of that kind in New England.
We are now at the gateway of the 
lake system and the big M ooselook 
meguntic lies spread out before us 
in silvery sheen. The Dorati y 
lies moored at the wharf and in a 
few moments the passengers are a- 
board and Capt. McCormick gives 
the order to cut loose m and we are 
away.
It is a glorious sail. Bald Moun­
tain and Kennebago loom up in the 
distance, while still farther away Mt. 
Aziscohoes stands like a giant sen­
tinel silhouetted against the sky. 
This is the second highest peak in 
Maine and rears its head to a dis­
tance of 3,800 feet above the level 
of the sea.. As the twilight shad­
ows begin to deepen, we catch a 
glinijpse of one of those glorious sun­
sets such as can only be duplicated 
in the soft Italian and Morean ek 
A thousand brilliant hues and tints 
light up the fleecy clouds in radiant 
splendor and chase each other in 
rapid succession from peak to peak. 
The scene is a. beautiful one and v 
are reminde1 of the, splendid li 
of Byron:
“ Slow sinks more lowly ere his race 
be run,
Along Morea’s hills the setting sun; 
Not as in northern climes obscurely 
bright,
But one unclouded blaze of living 
light.”
Even after the deeper shadows of 
night had fallen, the sail still re­
mained charming. Cne of ’the most 
impressive sights on this lake is 
tve enormous piles of driftwcod on 
the shores. In many places this 
timber extends like a huge broom 
of logs far ou.t into the wafer and 
here are tens of thousands of cords 
or wood that might be utilized if it 
cculd only be brought to market. In 
fact, this is the one disagreeable 
feature of the shore and to a great 
extent mars the beauty of the lake. 
This driftwood lias been accumulat­
ing possibly for ages, and the writer 
was told that it frequently changes 
position according to the direction 
and velocity of the wind.
And then the little steamer veered 
to the right and in another moment 
we were moored by tl e wharf at 
the Upper Dam.
was thirty years ago and previous to 
that time there had been two camps 
on 'the spot. Mr. Straw conceived 
the idea of uniting them and rebuild­
ing into a hotel that would meet 
the needs and tastes of the ever in­
creasing summer trade. The fore- 
place that lie built was one of the 
marvels of its kind and this has been 
retained through all t^he changes and 
-additions that have since been made. 
This fireplace is built of stone and 
slate and has a nine-foot opening on 
the side. In spite of its enomtous 
proportions it is both graceful and or­
namental and the huge andirons of 
brass add greatly to its attractive ap­
pearance. The hearth is of state as 
well as the big mantle that stands 
above. Here are mounted anima’s 
and birds and these give that -prion - 
evali appearanc e so necessary and 
charming for a resort of this, nature. 
Some fifteen years ago the mail:
building was enlarged and made
more modern but great care was tak 
en to retain the first structure in 
its original condition. Many of the 
I sleeping rooms are in this part and 
on the first floor. Of these there 
; are nine leading out of the large 
i music and dancing room where the 
| big fireplace is loca'ted. With. Mr. 
Grant in the management is Walter 
Chadwick, a son of Mr. Grant’s part­
ner in the general business. These 
gentlemen are thoroughly fit'ted for 
the parts that they fill as they have 
a wid6 acquaintance and know exact­
ly how to please the traveling pub­
lic.
The great trout pool is directly in 
front of the hotel and there is noth­
ing else like it in all New England. 
Through the great openings in 
dam the water rushes with t remen- 
| dous force and goes swirling and 
tumbling into the pool below. These 
1 seething waters are the natural non c 
! of the trout and in no other place 
on the lake are they taken in sue! 
numbers. This pool covers over 
: nearly two acres in extent and here 
; boats may always be seen with their 
occupants casting the alluring fly. 
In fact, no other fishing is allowed 
j here as the law prohibits all other 
I forms. I’t is a unique sight to see 
; this pool during a summer evening 
when the fishing is at its best. A 
i score of boats move noiselessly a- 
round, each one of which is under th 
control of a guide, and when a fish 
| is landed the Others all gather a- 
j round to see the catcih and congrat­
ulate the lucky fisherman. One 
wou'Ld naturally suppose that no 
guide would be needed in a space o1' 
water so small, but £s a matter of 
! fact it is rarely that a boat puts out 
from the hotel shore without one of 
t'ese experienced boatmen. Usual'y 
! there are from fifteen to twenty of
son D. Hindle and no better table 
is set in 'the Lake region than here. 
The dining hall is a handsome and 
tasteful room, while a smaller and 
separate dining room is set apart 
for the guides. The laundry, kitch­
en, ice room and a store are all con­
nected with ’the establishment, and 
in the latter place Hiram Dolbier is 
in charge. The kitchen is kept 
open through the winter and here 
all the cooking is done for the per-
skid 1 and is the despair of that class. 
The result of this is a splendid 
class of gues'ts who are both intelli­
gent and broad minded and who, conie 
for true sport and to enjoy nature in 
her wildest moods.
The fishing lasts only until the 
first of October and the summer 
guests thin out rapidly while another 
class of sportsmen come in for the 
hunting season. The reel and rod 
now become conspicuous by their
manent population. The Grant and | absence, while the rifle and gun take 
Chadwick families have their rooms i their place. This hunting season
in the outside cottages. Mr. and 
Mrs. Grant have one son, Master 
Malcolm B. Grant, while the Chad­
wicks have three children and these 
are the only scholars for the little 
school room over the store. Water 
is brought into all the buildings 
through a pipe laid to a spring three- 
quarters of a mile away. Golf and 
tennis grounds furnish amusement to 
summer guests, while little indoor
games serve to banish the lonely
winter hours of those who remain 
through that season.
One of the interesting guides met 
at this place, by the writer, was 
Elmer Woodbury,- of Auburn. Here, 
with his wife, he remains through 
the summer months and is recognized
usually brings a good crowd and for 
several weeks this business goes on 
as there is no better spot or place 
in the north woods where this snort 
can. he mono enjoyed. The long for­
est tramps give a keen zest for the 
bountiful meal that awaits the hunt­
er when he returns beneath, the 
twinkling stars. A warm room and 
a warm welcome are here and the 
evening smoke talk that follows i,s 
enjoyed by none more than-the land­
lord himself.
And then comes the long and 
dieary winter when. communication 
with the outsiue world is very diffi­
cult. % There is a post office at Up- 
per Dam, by tnat name, and Mr.as one of the most skillful guides in i! Grant is the official in charge. Dur- the lake region. During the winter |
season he remains in Auburn where
he is employed in the Dingley & Fos 
shoe shop. Mr. Woodbury proved 
very entertaining and gave the writ­
er much interesting imformaition re­
garding the duties and hardsdipis of a 
professional guide. Not only do 
they cook for their party when ou 
on an excursion, but do all the other
ing the summer season when the 
steamers are running there is a daily 
mail service and a. large business is.
| transacted in this department. I& 
j the winter months when the lake is 
J frozen, this service is reduced to 
1 two mails per week and these -are 
t received and sent under great diffi- 
j c ulties. The eight-mile trip to Beui- 
i is is made over ti e ice where a rqatfwork necessary on these trips. In 
cMentallv it may l,e mentioned that Iis kec< 0»en 1,1 sood wea,ller- 1,1,1 
but tor these guides tl-ere would not durinS tl,e sreat snow storms so |ue- 
be so many fish and deer nb'iblled j to _aatO m  « • » » « *  <M»
in the public show windows of our 
cities during the fishing and hunting
season.
these guides whose headquarters are 
; at the hotel and whose services are 
j in constant demand. Of course the 
| fishing is by no means confined to 
j the pool, and each morning sees sev- 
| eral boats start off in different di 
I recti on s o\er tie  lake and for t1'© 
surrounding streams with a camping 
j  outfit for the day. While the great 
majority of patrons at the hotel
l come for the fisihing there are many 
j who never cast a line but are there 
simply to enjoy the beauties of na- 
j ture which are here found in such 
abundant measure. It is worth
i making the trip to see one of the 
glorious sunsets from the veranda of 
the hotel.
is frequently obliterated and then tie 
maid is carried in all sorts of odd 
ways. At times it is dragged on a 
I ; sled and at other times carried on
------------ ! the back of a man provided with
Below the Upper Dam is the Rich-1 snowshoes. i ne of the teachers, 
a r cl so n lake, or MoMychunkannink as wished to go out last winter and it 
jit is called by those who can pro- was necessary to 1 aul her the entire’ 
nounce the name. From this se - distance to Bemis on a band sled, 
i tion come great booms of birch in In spite of all these winter draw-
to the Mooselookmeguntic, and as jhacks there are many comforts in
many as 4,000 cords were taken from  ^Upper Dam during the winter 
lake to lake through a trough by an months. At times it is a bit lonely 
endless chain during the past sea j arjd on one occasion Mrs. Grant was 
son. This is one of the sights for the only woman in the place for lour 
, the summer guests at the hotel and j month s, but she tel s tie  Journal 
the hike of a mile or two is dai ; ithat the time slipped away in a most 
made by many people. In fact, | agreeable manner. There are never 
there are several unique sights f.r more than herself. Mrs. Chadwick, 
l this region and not least among thes ,rhe teacher and the cook to repres- 
are five dams but two miles from the j eQt the sex in the winter, but with 
hot©!. On© of fcl'GuSo is not los.c 3.bundsnc6 of ms-gszinos and pap- j  than 100 feet long and is a maste- ers they manage to get along very 
piece of animal industry and ingenu nicely as it is a world all their own. 
j ity. These are in the Richardson ; Fir® snows are deep and the weather 
township and a® they are protected by j c o l d ,  but wood is plerty and the 
law the beaver have become rea.son ; cPen fireplaces keep the cottages 
ably tame. To see them at their j that are occupied warm and comfor- 
work is a sight long to he remember table. Certainly their lot might be 
ed. Metallic Point, 'the home of the j harder and their pleasures might be 
j last Indian chief in this section is | less than in this bleak and stormy
also a place that attracts many ; winter home. Even the lopg winter
i walking and boating party. Game months with all their severity are 
jot all kinds is plenty all around the  ^n°t without their charms for this ice 
i hotel, as the dense forest stretches ! hound colony. They have labored 
i away for many miles in the rear. | hard during the summer and this i? 
Bears are frequently seen though ! their season of rest and enjoyment, 
they usually hasten, out of sight as I Happy are they in their quiet home 
soon as possible when surprised. Cne and their Lot is one that might well 
of the interesting sights near the ; be envied by many of our people who 
cottages this last summer was the *lave a  ^ th® advantages of a city 
nest of a fox with a litter of pups. home. Hospitable and warm-hearted 
In fact, each season finds something People the writer found them to be
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co., 
Phillips, Maine.
Upper Dam is the most distinctive 
spot itn the Rangeley region and this 
has been deservlngly made so by the 
famous trout pool that lies just be­
low and around ti e big dam of the 
Union Water Power corporation. 
Here is a most exce’ lent ho*el pro­
perty kept by John Ohadwi k and 
Company and under the general 
management of O! as. Grant. It is 
understood that tie  main house is 
owned by the Union Water Power 
Company, but the thirteen neat and 
tidy cottages in connection are the 
property of Messrs. Chadwick and 
Grant. These gentlemen a’so own 
and manage the big saw mi’ l at the 
dam, and this makes the place a 
busy spot both summer and winter.
Cf course 'the summer tourist bus­
iness is the leading buinesss here and 
a big one it i:s. The place is crow­
ded to its utmost capacity through 
the entire season whether the law 
is off or on as there are other at­
tractions besides fishing, although 
that is one that is paramount. The 
original hotel was built by the lgie 
John Straw, of Lewisfor, and still 
hears the marks of his genius. This
However crowded the population of 
Upper Dam may be in ‘the summer, 
it is an entirely different proposit­
ion in the winter. The number of 
permanent rseidents is but a round 
l dozen as only the Grant and Cbad- 
; wick families with possibly a guide 
and occasional visitor, remain. It 
j is a curious fact that with this min- 
jiature population a school of "6 
weeks is maintained through 'the sea- 
ison. This is kept up by the stale 
! and first class teachers are empYv 
ed. The fall teacher is Miss Mil­
dred A. Clewley of Holden, while 
the winter 'term is taught by Miss Is- 
J abel R. True of Portland. The four 
or five scholars in the place receive 
just as good school training as the 
more favored children on the out­
side.
The hotel at Upper Dam has a 
capacity of 75 guests and during the 
season the limit is always reached. 
People from the cities may always 
be found there as this is one of 
their favorite spots of recreation and 
rest. Mrs. Bell Woodbury, cf Au­
burn, is the leading pastry cook, 
while her husband is one of fj c 
guides. The regular chef is Wil­
out of the ordinary to amuse the 
guests and thus makes a stay at this 
place one of the delights of a sum­
mer vacation. Each cottage has an 
open fireplace as well as the main 
hotel and around its cheerful glow 
, t’ e evenings are passed in recount- 
' ing the adventures of the day. No 
fish hogs care to remain here as the
and for the courtesies shown by Mr. 
aid Mrs. Grant he is profoundly 
grateful.- L. C. Bateman in Lewiston 
Journal. - ■
H F A L T H
and Happiness
casting of the fly in the Pool requ ires demand a properly functioning body and
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I Catering to “ Up State" F o lk s !
I ®  CHASE HOUSE!
484 Congress St.,
1 PORTLAND, M AIN E |
| Erected in 1911, and positively the only 1 
Fireproof Hotel in the City 
| Elevator Service. Private and Pnblic I 
| Baths and every convenience for the com- 1 
| fort of guests including
j  HOT AND COLD RUNNING I 
1 W ATER AND LOCAL AND 1 
| LONG DISTANCE TELE- | 
j  PHONE IN EVERY ROOM 1
1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED f  
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS 1 
i  American Plan $2.50 per day, upward 1 
| European Plan $1.00 per day, upward f
E Letter* o f  inquiry regarding rates e tc ., promptly answered. E
| H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, | 
Proprietor*. §
'fiimimiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiitmmiimHiiiiuiiiiiimimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimimimiiiiiiiii
a clear-thinking brain. Nothing so 
quickly clogs both brain and body as 
constipation. Irregular bowels induce 
sluggishness in mind and muscle.
A teaspoonful of the famous “ L. F.” 
Atwood’s Medicine, taken before or af­
ter meals, relieves the worst case of 
constipation in the shortest time, as 
Mr. J. W. Cady’s letter tells:
National Military Home,
Togus, Maine.
“ I first used “ L. F. ”  Atwood’s Med­
icine 40 years ago, when I came from 
the army. It relieves constipation and 
keeps the bowels regular. For dizziness 
and loss of appetite, it is a superior 
remedy. If people would only try it, 
they'd be convinced.”
(Signed) J. W. Cady. 
The Big Bottle — 35 Cents at Your 
Dealer's
Write Us for FREE Sample Now. 
“ L .F .”  MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
* M A IN E  WOOD8, P H ILL IP S , M AINE , F E B R U A R Y  4, 1915. «
New Questions and Answers Department 
of Interest to Shooters
B. McA., Philadelphia, Pa.
When firing the United States 
Springfield Rifle, Model 1903, cali­
bre 30-30, at what disance is the 
bullet overtaken by ithe sound of 
the discharge?
If the regular Model 1900 cartridge 
is used, the bullet will be overtaken 
ly the sound at 2,040 yards approx­
imately.
What is the approximate change in 
the initial velocity of each change 
of ten degrees in temperature?
About fifteen feet per second for 
each ten degree change in tempera­
What one ot' these three calibres 
would be the best for all around 
use in this part of the country, i. 
e., in the field?
This depends entirely on what 
game you expect to hunt. If moose, 
for instance considerable power is 
of course necessary.
ture.
T. A. E. L., Spckane, Wash.
Please let me know the muzzle en­
ergy of the .45 Colt Automatic ais I 
used in the U. S. Army and how 
you think its energy compares with j 
that of the 9 mm. Luger Pistol at 
the iuuzzlle?
The muzzle energy of the .45 Colt 
Automatic is 335 foot pounds, that 
of the L/uger is 321 foot pounds. The 
.45 Automatic is therefore the more 
powerful.
Will you please let me know 1 ow 
English Cordite powder and Rigby's 
Nitro Powder compare in energy 
witji our best American Smokeless 
powders ?
' Cordite is a very powerful powder 
but this question cannot be answer­
ed very satisfactorily as so many 
factors enter into the discussion.
D. P. Jr., Piano, Cal.
Will you kindlly describe the “ Pro­
fessional Drop' as spoken of in re­
volver shooting— its use, etc.
I give it up. I have asked every­
body I know of and do not seem to 
find amybedy who knows anything 
about a “'Professional Drop.’ ’ Can 
some of our readers furnish any in­
formation on this subject?
H L., Toston, Mont.
Can an automatic .22 rifle he re­
lied upon to sho t as accurately as 
a good .22 repealing rifle?
Yes, if .22 smokeless cartridges are 
used in Che repeating rifle.
Does an automatic .22 shoot as 
hard as an ordinary .22?
If smokeless cartridges are used 
in the .22 calibre repeater, its bal<- I 
listics are very like the automatic. ] 
Lesmok and semi-smokeless cartridg­
es are, however, considerably more : 
powerful.
Will hollow point cartridges for 
the above mentioned automatic -22 
carry up as far and as well as ordin­
ary solid-point .22 automatic cart­
ridges, and which of two contain the 
more powder?
Hollow point .22 calibre cartridges 
do not shoot quite as accurately or 
with as great range as the solid bul­
lets. The difference is very sight, 
however, and has no effect at ordin­
ary hunting ranges.
G. F. N., Milwaukee, Wis.
Has the .303 Savage cartridge more 
killing power than the 32.40?
The .303 Savage cartridge is more 
powerful than, the 32-40 High Power, 
which I suppose is the cartridge to 
which you refer. The different e is 
approximately 100 ft. lbs. in energy.
Does the action on 32-40 feed car - 
ridges better and faster on account 
of the tapering shape?
No, this lias no effect.
Has the .32 Calibre Remington 
pump action any advantage over the 
lever action1— can it he handled fast­
er than the lever action?
This is a question for you to de­
cide. Auto-loading or self-loading 
actions are the fastest slide actions 
come next, lever actions third and 
boJit action fourth.
' Which one of these three calibre 
has the most killing power?
H O W  T H E  N A T IV E S  OF IN D IA  GO 
DUCK H U N T IN G  U N D E R  T H E  
. W A T E R .
A novel and ingenious met od of 
capturing wild ducks is described in 
The Wide World Magazine by W. E. 
Pedley, who witnessed the feat while 
on a hunting trip in India. In his 
party was a lithe, active-looking nat­
ive lad, who profeswed to be able to 
swim under water into the midst of 
a flock of wild fowl, and catch the 
birds in his naked hands. He was 
given an opportunity to show his 
skill in a quiet lagoon near the 
camp.
A gentle sunset breeze was blow­
ing, says Mr. Pedley, when we sil­
ently forced our punt n o  the rush­
es about 250 yards from where a 
flock of ducks were busily engaged i 
diving for wild celery roots.
Immediately the youth began liis 
simple preparations. He put on a 
stout leather belt with a rawhide 
thong that passed through holes, and 
formed a succession of loops arrang­
ed so that any one loop could he 
drawn tight, and the slack passed 
to its neighbor.
Next, lie drew from his bundle 
what Looked like a decoy duck cut 
off at the water-line, or just below 
it. Turning it over, he showed us 
that it was simpily the skin of a 
duck, with beautifully stuffed head 
and neck, hut quite hollow inside 
The main frame consisted of a strip 
of spllit bam boo, bent into the 
shape of a long, narrow horseshoe. A 
little cross-bar was securely tied on 
with sinews about an inch and a half 
from the heel end of the shoe. The 
skin was sewn with sinews to the 
main horseshoe-shaped frame. but 
under the tail it was entirely cut a- 
way, so as to leave an open space.
Riding on the water, it 'looked like 
a badly made decoy, because the 
head and neck, being stuffed, were 
unduly heavy, and the bird rode 
tipped forward and its tail absurdly 
cocked up.
The youth slipped into the water, 
and turning on his back, took the 
little cross-liar between his teeth. He 
then lay floating quietly, the body of 
the decoy covering his nose, eyes, 
mouth and chin. The water was 
clear, and we could easily see him 
under the surface. At once we 
saw why the skin of the decoy was 
cut away under (he tail1. It w: s to 
enable him to see out.
The lad swam down t1 e narrow 
passage toward the flock, and we 
noticed that the swiftly moving de­
coy looked exactly like a swimming 
mallard; the same t'ny waie ran out 
in a, straight line from each side of 
the breast.
I* had looked away, at a fislubawk 
at. the northern side of the lagoon, 
and when I looked back, I could not 
distinguish the' decoy; but suddenly 
I saw o-ne-duck move backward, and 
two that were immediately behind it 
disappeared beneath, the water.
This can be best answered by giv­
ing the muzzlle energies: .303 Sav­
age 1658 foot pounds'; .32 Remington 
1682 foot pounds; .32-40 High Power 
1558 foot pounds.
A moment later another disappear­
ed, a ad still the surviving members 
of the flock showed no anxiety. 
They doubtless thought that the oth­
ers had dived.
Several' more went quietly under j 
the water, and we began to wonder 
whether the lad would get the whole { 
flock, when a bird went under with 
a great splash, and several ducks 
raised themselves in the water, and 
twisted their heads sharply from 
side to side. Apparently unable to 
see any danger, they stayed where 
they were, although on the a.'ert. 
Presently another one went under, 
and then two at a time; lut one 
was caught only by one leg, and 
made a great squawking and splash­
ing as he went down. Thereupon the 
rest took alarm and flew away.
We poled up, and found the youth 
grinning, with eleven ducks in his 
belt.
PHEASANTS AT
GAME FARM
Expects 2,000 Chicks Will Be 
Hatched Before June
Between 2,000 and 2,400 pheasant 
eggs will be hatched at the Jeffer­
son County Game Farm near Dex­
ter, N. Y., next spring, according to 
plans made by those in charge at 
the farm. With over 800 birds now- 
ranging about the inclosures at the 
farm it is expected that the eggs 
can all be hatched without the use 
of incubators, and liens will be set 
upon the eggs as early as possible.
F. E. Wocd of Dexter, special a- 
gent of the State Conservation Com­
mission, is supervising the work at 
the farm with Harry Rogers, super­
intendent. Mr. Wocd said he ex­
pected close to 2,000 chicks will he 
hatched between mow and June aid 
that many of the young birds will 
be shipped from the farm for use in 
other places.
The flock of pheasants has been 
turned loose in the inclosed field at 
the farm, and the birds are given 
free range within/ till is inclosure. Ot 
the pheasants over 600 are hen birds 
and are producing a large number I 
of eggs.' The flock has attracted j 
much attention since it was turned i 
1 ose and there have been many vb- i 
! itors at the farm recently.
Work upon the buildings lias not 
been entirely completed, but is go ! 
ing forward as raipidly as conditions I 
will permit. The house is being 
fitted up and made ready for use 
Most of the pens have been eompilet- 
ed and are occupied by tire birds 
which are not housed on the farm.
OTHERS EXPRESS 
HIS SENTIMENTS
LUMBER AT
THE LOWEST
Owner of Vast Tracts of Timber- 
lands Explains Situation
The following letter fre m Frank J. 
D. Barnjum, who is said to own 
more timber land than any other ma 
east of the Mississippi river and is 
one of the recognized authorities on 
Timberland and American timber re­
sources, presents one of the strong­
est purely economic arguments in 
favor of the “ Buiild Now’” campaign 
that the Post has received. Mr. 
Barnjum has put ibis theory into ef­
fect in the form of two houses 
which he decided to “ Build Now.”
Mr. Barnjum writes:
To the Editor of the Post:
Sir—Your ‘ ‘Build Now” campaign is 
one of the wisest of the many ben­
eficial campaigns started by your 
paper.
After 22 years of the closest de­
votion to the timberland end of the 
business, I have no hesitation in go­
ing on record as stating that lumber 
will never again be as low as it iis 
to-day. The relief which was ex­
pected on account of the shipment! 
of lumber from the Pacific coast I 
has now been dissipated from two J 
causes.
Lumber at Lowest
In the first place lumber'Which has 
been landed on the docks here at j 
n. price of $25 per 1000 has c nly j 
been sold at an actual loss to the j 
manufacturer. From this time on 
we can expect hut very lttle, if 
any, lumber from this source, owing 
to the very high rates paid fer Euro­
pean freights, which is attracting 
everything afloat to foreign t ade, so 
that w-e shall be dependent on New 
England spruce for our New England 
markets, as what little spruce Cana­
da and the Maritime Provinces have 
to spare is finding a ready market 
across the water at much better 
prices than are being paid here. Tib's 
together with the fact that the cut 
has been unusually light, means very 
much higher prices for lumber in 
the spring than those now prevail-j 
ing.
Additional reasons for an advance; 
ii the price of lumber are that 
spruce in Germany, 1< ng before the : 
w-ur was even thought of, was sell- 1 
ing for $25 a 1000 on the s ump, j 
which is about the price the mar.u 
factured article is selling for here, 
and as within the next 25 years we 
shall be in the same posi'tiion that 
Germany was then, that ip, raising ] 
c ur timber from seedlings, owing to 
our, by that t’me, total exhaustion 
of our virgin, or nature planted fer- 
ests.
John G. Godding of Boston writes: 
“ Please find inclosed check for $1.00 
to renew my subscription to “ Maine 
Woods” , which so ably- represents the 
great vacation state of Maine.” The 
above sentiments are expressed often 
to us.
W ATCH FOR T H E  BIG SPORTS­
M A N ’S SHOW ED IT IO N  OF M AINE  
WOODS.
Commonwealth Hotel 
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass. 
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Rooms wtth private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two r6oms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for  Booklet
STORER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manager
Rise Is Certain
There is no possible result but a 
gradual advance in the price of 
lumber up to that point. Take it iy 
Maine, for instance, the base price 
on timbehlands to-day is about $10 
per acre, and as it costs from $10 
to $18 per acre, according to condi­
tions, to plant four-year-old seedlings,] 
in addition to the cost of tibe Land, \ 
if can readily be seen that full grow j 
timber that has been from 100 to I 
200 years growing is selling at far 
below its value at $10 per acre, so 
that it cannot be said that timber­
land is high; in fact, the very- re­
verse is the case, as there is not a 
natural resource of any .kind in ex­
istence that is selling at so much 
less than its real value than an acre 
cf timberland is at to-day’s pri es. 
The consequence is, as this fact be­
comes more apparent, lands wi’ l ad­
vance, stumpage will advance, cost 
to manufacture will advance. and 
therefore the manufactured article 
tnust of necessity also advance. ,
Therefore, I have no hesitation in 
saying that lumber will never again 
be as low as it is to-day. The’ Labor 
situation will certainly never be 
more favorable, as probably never 
in the history of this country will 
there be any more unemployed than 
there are to-day, and if t: e hanks 
will do their part in advan ing mon­
ey to those wl o are prepared to 
build we should Have the greatest 
building bcom that New England liais 
ever known.
Consequently, there can be no 
question but what your “ Build Now”
campaign will be of the greatest 
benefit possible to the builder, the 
mechanic and the owner. Personal­
ly I have felt this so strongly that 
I started building two houses, and 
intend getting others under way ais 
fast as possible.
Very truly yours,
FRANK J. D. BARNJUM.
CAMP OWNER
GIVES VIEWS
Doesn't Approve of Fishing License 
Among Other Things
'Trout Brook Camps,
Mackamp, Me., 
January 28, 1915.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I am very much interested in the 
fish and game laws. I approve very 
much of Mr. Eugene I. Herrick’s 
kleas, $10 dollars foir a bunting .li­
cense and $5 for each deer shot by 
those parties.
I ailso think the residents of this 
state ought to pay-a hunting license 
to help to protect the game.
One law I don’t think is quite 
right and that i.s closing fishing in 
rivers the 15th of September.
I notice it cuts out canoe trip® i 
many people that w-ould come fishing 
the last two weeks in September and 
would stay over for hunting in Oct­
ober. As it is now- ft prevent® a 
good many people from spending va­
cations in Maine, as many like to 
come for a w-eek or 10 days’ fishing 
in the last of September and stay 
over for a w-eek or 10 days in Oct­
ober.
I notice many approve of having 
the non-residents take out a fishing 
license. I don’t think it would he a 
good idea at the present time, as 
the $25 dollar hunting license, that 
w-as put on two years ago. took a 
good many dollars from this country. 
I think the fishing license would be 
another cut down as there are other 
countries where there is good fish­
ing and where they are trying hard 
to get our hunting and fishing people.
R. R. Walker.
PETS OF FLORIDA
CHILDREN
Captures Ten Pound Trout by Good 
Marksmanship
Wauchula, Fla., Jan. 22, 1915.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Perhaps the New England children 
w-ould like to know- something about 
the pets of the Florida children. 
Recently I called at a lionise where 
there was no one at home except a 
little girl. “ Wait a minute,” she 
said. “ I want you to see my pets.” 
A moment later she re-entered the 
parlor with tw-o black obje ts, about 
a foot long, clasped in her arms. 
She put them down and the ugly 
creatures began running about the 
floor. A shudder passed over me 
when I saw they were alligators. 
Eugenia then invited me out into 
the back yard to see her other two 
alligators, the larger one being feur 
feet long. These were in a pool 
of water, with a wall of boards built 
around to keep them from escaping.
The native Floridans are fond of 
the cabbage which they get out of 
the top of the beautiful palmetto 
trees. One day, Ed and Luther 
Bostick were out hunting and, as 
noon approached they kindled a fire 
near the river and prepared to' cook 
cabbage for dinner. Seeing some 
nice palmetto trees on the opposite 
bank the young men took off their 
shoes and taking an axe, t ey pro­
ceeded to wade across tie  river to 
bring back the cabbage. Before 
reaching the bank, Ed felt some­
thing run between his feet. Peering 
down, he saw, through the clear 
wafer, a large trout dart aw-ay to­
ward the bank. Ed threw his axe 
and so a--curate was his aim that 
ti e retreating fish was almost cut 
in two. The prize w-as taken home 
and proiidly shewn to friends; as a 
proof of fine marksmanship. The 
fish, weighed 10 pounds.
While out hunting Christmas Eve, 
two of my neighbor's boys shot and 
k-'lled a large rattlesnake which mea­
sured seven feet in length and had 
sixteen ra’ttles.
Mattie Beeson. .
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Write for booklet. H. P. McKENJi
Are delightfully situated on shore o f Lake 
Partin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the 
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly 
fishing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and hav.e all trtodern conven­
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Proprietor, Jackman, Maine
Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, 
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
T H E  E X A C T  C O S T
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut 
rates to all during October and November. I will also 
send you names of parties who have hunted here that 
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J . LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT
John earville’s Samps
at S prin g  Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buck board roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor 
A famous resort for anglers and hun­
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st. 
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 
Maine.
The Garry Pond Gamps
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will 
be opened for the hunters October first. Most 
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps, 
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some 
moose and bears. Write for information to
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop., 
Caratunk, Me.
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt­
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. 
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only 
50 cents. Every issue is crammed full o f valuable [ 
information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi­
dermy, eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere 
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. 
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington. 
W. Va.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8  LAKE VIEW HOUSE 
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View HbuSe 
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
RaugeJey, Maine. I
WEST END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl­
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New 
Elngland. Best black bass fishing in the world, 
bast trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL &  SON, Managers.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAM PS
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled 
—Best of hunting—Special rates for 
June, September, October and Novem­
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor, 
Pleasant Island, Maine.
r a n g e l e y  l a k e s
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write i 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine. .
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 1 
hstiing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every j 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca-
OUANANICHE LODGE,
Grand Lake Stream, W ashington Co.. Me. 
World wide known for its famous fishing, 
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake 
Most attractive situation in Maine. -Good 
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for 
machines. From there one can take steamer to 
$ny part of the lake territory. The best hunt 
qur. fishing and vacation section of beautiful 
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. 
ROSE. Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to 
April 1st.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. j 
! Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Btst fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
BIC RESULTS
FR O M  S M A LL ADS.
What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms, 
Boats, A  Dog, An Automobile, A  Camera, Tent, Ham­
mock or something else you don't want.
Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the 
same for you. Rates one cent a worddn advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M AINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine
THIRD ANNUAL
LADIES’ NIGHT
Temperance Sunday Observed— 
A Jolly Sleighing Party
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, Febnuinay 2.—Mrs. Mar­
garet Pratt returned Friday from 
Meredith, N. H., where she lias been 
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Eu­
gene Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Fern Philbriek have 
rented the Fred Ilinkley house all 
furnished and are keeping house.
Twins, a son and daughter were 
born to Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Mas­
on, Saturday, January 30.
Olin Rowe, Master Kenwood, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. O. Huntoon, Master Ru­
pert, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. McCard, 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Soule, ftjiiss 
Greta Oliver, Miss Irene Kempton, 
Mrs. C. H. Neal, Maxwell Neal, 
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish. The 
party arrived home safely without 
mishap, although a few members of 
the snowshoe party were sillightly 
lame.
The Men's League will have a 
supper next Saturday night. Speak­
ers of interest will be present.
Wednesday evening occurred the 
3rd Annual Ladies’ night of Oquo,s- 
soc Lodge, K. of P. No. 111. The 
hall was tastefully decorated with 
the lodge colors, red, blue and yel­
low. At either end of the room 
were huge punch* pow.lis made of 
solid cakes of ice 24 inches square
F. H. Hamm left for Boston Mon­
day morning, where he will attend 
the Eastman School of Professional 
Photography, which is in session 
February 2, 3 and 4.
Miisis Geneva Ricker, who has been 
spending the past few weeks here, 
returned to her home in Livermore 
Fall® Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Welch 
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
G. Lafayette Kempton.
Lowell D. Nile, Dallas; P.A . Quirn- 
by, Isaac Nile, Rangeley; Henry 
Rotaash, Rangeley Plantation, are at 
Farmington, being drawn as jurors to 
serve at the February term of court, 
which opens Tuesday.
Merle Butts of Stratton was in town 
Wednesday to attend the dance.
Miss Colby, who has been caring 
for Eben Rowe returns to her home 
in Stratton Thursday, Mr. Rowe hav­
ing so far recovered as to be able 
to silt up.
Miss Elsie Badger of Phillips is 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
Badger.
Friday night was a gentle remind­
er that this is the winter season. 
The thermometer in some places reg­
istered 26 degrees below.
Temperance Sunday was observed 
at the Rangeley Sunday school with 
appropriate . exercises at the noon 
hour. The program consisted of 
music by the Sunday school; pray­
er, H. A. Childs; paper, effects of 
alcohol on the human system, Dr. 
A M. Ross; talk, temperance from 
an economic standpoint, J. D. Vangh; 
temperance song, H. O. Huntoon; 
talk, will national prohibition come 
ip our generation? Harrison Amber. 
The entire Sunday school was pres­
ent for the exercises, which lasted 
abcut 45 minutes and were very in­
teresting. The classed repaired to 
their respective places for the re­
mainder of the period.
Mrs. Hubert Spiiller and Mrs. Clare 
Rector attended the Pythian instal­
lation exercises at Stratton, Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger left 
Tuesday morning for a few days’ 
visit in Portland.
Albert C. Dun ton and family have 
moved to one of the tenements in 
tlie “ Glass House.’’
Hall Grant of Kennabago was the 
guest of his sister, Mrs. C. M. Cush­
man.
Frank Stewart left Thursday morn­
ing to join Mrs. Stewart, wfho has 
been spending the cast few weeks in 
New York. They wilt spend a feiw 
days with relatives in Waterville be­
fore returning home.
Mrs. Cajrl Hennings underwent a 
serious operation at Rhode Island 
hospital recently, but its now gaining 
rapidly as' her many Rangeley friends 
will be pleased to hear. She has 
returned to her home in Bradford, 
R. I.
Miss Thomson of New York is 
boarding at Geo. E. Russell’s.
H. A. Furbish is in Portland for a 
few days. Mrs. Lewis Bowley is 
the guest of Mrs. Furbish during 
the timq.
A jolly party enjoyed a sleigh ride 
to Huntoon & Hinkllley’s camps Sat­
urday, at Spotted Mountain. A de­
licious boiled dinner, mince pie, cook­
ies, yeast bread ami tea were serv­
ed the hungry crowd, who did ample 
justice to it. After dinner the party 
enjoyed a trip to the top of the 
mountain, where a fine view of the 
surrounding country was to be had, 
owing to the clearness of the day. 
The following guests were present: 
Mrs. S. B. McCard, Mr. and Mrs. P. 
L Tracy, Miss Katherine Nice, Miss 
Muriel PIoar, Rped Ellis, Hayden 
Huntoon, Mrs. G. L. Kempton, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. A. Childs, Miss Geneva 
Ricker, Mrs. A. M. Ross, Miss Pru­
dence Richard son, Mr. and Mrs.
by 16 inches deep. These were well 
patronized during the evening. Miss 
Thalite Hoar and Mrs. Clara Rector, 
being in charge. Music for the ord­
er of dances was furnished by 
Dyer’s orchestra, four pieces, and 
morning was well under way before 
tiie strains of the last waltz were 
heard. The occasion was one long 
to be remembered and everyone en­
joyed a fine time. Refreshments of 
sandwiches, coffee, cake and Harle­
quin ice cream were served by an 
efficient committee from the Pythian 
Sisters, Mrs. E. P. McCard, Mrs. 
Chas. Huntoon, Mrs. Joe Lamb, Mrs. 
Frank Huntoon and Mrs. Hubert 
Spiiler. It is estimated there were 
about 100 couples on for the' grand 
march. The committees were as 
follows: Floor manager, F. B. Col­
by; aids, A. M. Ross, E. J. Brown, 
Herman Huntoon, H. C. Grant, R. 
H. Ellis; general committee, Chas. 
L. Hamden, C. A. Oakes, E. C, 
Hi® k ley, H. C. Riddle, J. A. Russell, 
L. A. Wright, F. C. Porter, J. Lewis 
York. The gentlemen certainly en­
tertain in royal style and these an­
nual celebrations are locked forward 
to with much pleasure.
The Ladies’ Aid is making plans | 
for a farce and entertainment to be ! 
held at Furbish hall, February 9. j 
Further particulars will be given on 
tlie artistic posters which are now ' 
posted about town.
Charlie McDonald of Portland is in 
town the guest of his sister. Mrs. j 
P. A. Tibbetts.
GOOD SHOT BUT NOT A T  HEN-  
HA W K S.
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 30, 1915.
“ Ever shoot a henhawk on the 
wing, Jim?”
“ No, Ed, I never did,” replied Jim, 
candidly. “ Tried it, though.” ’
“ Yes, so did I, many a time,” re­
sponded Ed. "Most difficult shot I 
ever tried, too, though lit looks easy.” !
“ It dees that. A henhawk sails a- 
round so lazy and slow that jt looks 
as though anybody with a gun that 
could carry a few hundred yards | 
ought to hit him every time.”
“ And I know it as well as any­
body, for I peppered away at one 
ail one summer, and never took even 
a feather from one of his wings,” 
said Ed, with a grin.
“ Of course it was some time ago, 
but I was a better shot then than ! 
I am now, or ever have been sin.c§, 1 
for I was, a steady young ohap with1 
muscles like iron. There was a lien- 
hawk that would come sailing slow- j 
ly over our neighborhood almost ev-1 
ery pleasant afternoon, and with 
head bent down he would survey the 
chicken yard, and whistle his shrill 
cry as he contemplated a dinner. \ 
Three or four boys in the neighbor- j 
hood tried to bring him down. We 
all had rifles, and some of them 
were good ones, too. As the big 
fellow would come lazily sailing a- 
round in circles, sometimes up tlie 
valley and other times down, we 
would use him as a target. Some­
times there would he as many as a 
half-dozen shots at him before he 
Would flap his wings and sail away, 
only to be back the next day, or the 
first pleasant day when the chickens 
might be expected to be out where 
he could make a dive at them. I 
don’t think that he ever did dart 
down at any of the flocks in that 
immediate neighborhood, for we drov 
hflm away by shooting; but it is 
certain that lie kept up bis visits 
till after harvest.
“Often, he would poise almost di­
rectly overhead, and would present 
the fairest kind of shot. But he 
didn’t seem to mind shooting in the 
least, and was so impudent in his 
contempt of bullets that one would 
I be almost maddened over the results.
“ It strikes me that the difficulty 
of hitting an aeroplane is very much 
like tliat experienced in hitting a 
henhawk on the wing. I don’t know 
what there is about it, but the bul­
lets don’t appear to go where you 
expect them to. I could hit a 
woodchuck away across tlie meadow 
at 600 yards, and was considered to 
be one of the best rifle shots in tlie 
country, but a henhawk, sailing at 
slew speed, and offering the best 
sort of target, wouldn't even make 
an extra flap of his wings when I 
shot at him, sometimes three or four 
bullets in an afternoon.
“It isn’t  often that they hit an 
aeroplane—rather, I suppose U should 
say, that not nearly as many of them 
are hit from the ground as one'would 
expect. Perhaps some of them, are 
too high to be reached by tlie bul­
lets or shells; but many of them 
fly within rifle shot, and they get 
away witn it the same as the old 
henhawk that the boys” of Curtis 
Valley tried to capture all one sum­
mer.”
/ __________ ______
HERE, THERE 
AND EVERYWHERE
Older residents of Sebago Lake in 
the vicinity of North Sebago, are 
surprised that ice has not made fur­
ther out into tlie lake than at pres­
ent. Some are fearful that if tie 
lake does not freeze over soon, there 
will be no opportunity to harvest 
tlieir ice in the upper bay. Those 
who liave been looking forward to 
some ice fishing have also been dis­
appointed in tlie lake not freezing 
over.
A pickerel was on exhibition in 
the window of W. E. Paine & Son’s 
fish market at Augusta, Monday. 
The fish was caught by Myrtom R. 
Niles in Three Mile pond and weigh­
ed % pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Pierce of 
Fa.rmington and King & Bartlett have 
returned from a visit with relatives 
and friends in Waterville.
Nequasset lake in Woolwich is do 
ing some bragging in the fishing 
line just now, having a 10%-pouni 
pickereil to its credit, caught last 
Thursday morning by Eugene Crom­
well.
Here is a fish story' from Green 
Lake, the truth of which is vouched 
for. Bennie Higgins and Alack 
White found two salmon weighing 
eight pounds each on top of the ice 
alongside of a hole tin tlie ice. It 
seems they jumped up through tie 
hole but failed to jump back again.
IDEAS FOR GAME 
1AW S EXPRESSED
Newtonville Sportsman Gives His 
Opinions.
Newtonvilffie, Mass.,
January 30, 1915. 
To the Editor of Maine Wood*.
Dear Sir:
Representatives questions in issue 
of 21st. 1 would suggest:
1st. Hunting season, end Decem­
ber 1st.
2nd. Believe in their protectiM 
but instead of close time would try 
two weeks or Hess open season.
3rd. Excellent suggestion, i. e., 
$5.00 to October 1st and $5 addition­
al for hunting privilege after Octob­
er 1st, and $5.00 for each deer.
4tb. Yes, $1.00, same as Massa­
chusetts and New Hampshire indiv­
idually. It is a small! amount hot 
would materially benefit your com­
mission.
5th. No, too many people sojourn 
in Maine during the summer season 
for short or long vacations, as the 
case may he. Many of them not 
for the purpose of fishing, yet if 
inc lined to -try their Ruck some morn­
ing, should be permitted to do -a° 
Without extra cost, as the fish are 
eaten there. A mini mum charge f°r 
taking fish, out of the state might 
psosfijbQly be made.
V ery truly, ."T 
W. W. Blair-
